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S U M M A R Y

Laser Weld process Monitoring and Control using Chromatic F i l te r ing of

thermal radiation from a Weld Pool

The present development relates in general to weld process monitoring techniques,

and more particularly to improved methods and apparatus for real-time monitoring of

thermal radiation of a weld pool to monitor a size variation and a focus shift of the

weld pool for weld process control, utilizing the chromatic aberration of focusing lens

or lenses.

The application of high power Nd:YAG lasers for precision welding in industry has

been growing quite fast these days in diverse areas such as the automobile, the

electronics and the aerospace industries. Nowadays, a Nd:YAG laser with as much as 6

kW of average power is available in the market and the fiber delivery of it makes it

useful for many remote applications. On the other hand, these diverse applications also

require the new developments for the precise control and the reliable process

monitoring. Due to the hostile environment in laser welding, a remote monitoring is

required and many acoustic and optical remote monitoring techniques have been

developed. However, acoustic monitoring is not suitable for the application in a factory

due to the acoustic interference from environmental noise. Therefore, optical monitoring

is preferred in industrial applications.

In a laser welding, a laser beam is focused on a workpiece by a focusing lens or

lenses. The focusing lens or lenses image an aperture limiting the size of the laser

beam on the workpiece and the size of focused laser beam is the image size of the

aperture on the workpiece at the wavelength of the laser. A weld pool is generated by

the interaction of the focused laser beam and the workpiece. Due to the thermal

conduction of the workpiece, the size of the weld pool is generally not the same as the
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size of the focused laser beam and varies with the power of the laser or with the focus

shift of the focusing lens or lenses. The weld pool radiates a thermal radiation. Many

optical monitoring apparatuses and methods have been developed measuring the thermal

radiation from a weld pool.

As to the optical monitoring, two approaches have been followed: one monitors the

image of a weld pool with a CCD or an infrared camera and the other monitors the

thermal radiation from a weld pool with one or more single-element detectors. The

monitoring of image requires the fast data processing and is quite complicated and

expensive to be implemented. Furthermore, the monitoring of image is not applicable to

a laser welding with a laser delivery fiber because the image of a weld pool can not

be transmitted through a single-core laser delivery fiber. On the other hand, the

monitoring of thermal radiation is simple and cheap to be implemented, and fast and

robust for industrial applications. However, the information on a weld pool status in the

thermal radiation monitoring is limited compared to the image monitoring. Therefore,

several spectral bands of thermal radiation from ultraviolet to infrared have been

monitored with a plurality of detectors to widen the information on a weld pool status.

However, these methods or apparatuses could provide some information on the

change in the status of a weld pool, but could not provide the information on the focus

shift of a focusing lens or lenses to maintain a uniform laser welding. The variation of

a laser power can be easily monitored at the laser unit itself, but it is not easy to

monitor the variation of a laser power at a workpiece due to the absorption by mirrors

or lenses in the path of laser delivery. Therefore, a focus shift monitoring independent

of the size variation of a weld pool is required for industrial laser welding applications.

As to the image monitoring of a weld pool using a CCD or an infrared camera,

the size of a weld pool provides important information on the status of a weld pool. It

can provide the information on the change of a laser power at a workpiece and also

the information on the weld depth. If a variation of weld pool size is measured, the

variation of weld pool size can be compensated by adjusting the laser power. However,

the size of a weld pool measured with a CCD or an infrared camera depends on the
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focus shift of a workpiece. If the focus position of a workpiece is shifted during a

laser welding, the size of a weld pool measured with a CCD or an infrared camera

varies and the information on the status of a weld pool becomes incorrect. Therefore, a

size monitoring of a weld pool independent of the focus shift of a workpiece is

required for industrial laser welding applications.

This development is based on U.S. Pat. No. 5,875,026, Korean Pat. No. 0193,276

and Japanese Pat. 2,895,021 wherein a method and an apparatus measuring the size

variation and the focus shift of an extended radiation source is disclosed using the

chromatic filtering. The chromatic aberration of imaging optics is used to provide the

information on the size variation and the focus shift of an extended radiation source by

measuring spectral band signals of thermal radiation through the imaging optics and

through an aperture. The variations of the transmittances of the spectral band signals

through the imaging optics and through the aperture are used in providing the

information on the size variation and the focus shift of an extended radiation source.

Hence, it is the fundamental object of the present development to provide a method

and an apparatus whereby an independent monitoring of the size variation and/or the

focus shift of a weld pool in a laser welding can be obtained in a manner which is

simple and suitable for industrial applications. It is another object of the present

development to provide a method and an apparatus wherein a uniform laser welding is

obtained by compensating the size variation with a laser power control and by

controlling the position of a weld pool in focus position.

These objects are satisfied by utilizing the chromatic filtering of the thermal

radiation of a weld pool. A method and an apparatus for monitoring the size variation

and the focus shift of a weld pool are provided for a laser welding wherein the size

variation of a weld pool is monitored independently from the focus shift of a weld pool

and the focus shift of a weld pool is monitored independently from the size variation

of a weld pool.

In conclusion, the monitoring of the size variation and the focus shift of a weld
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pool is achieved with a plurality of single-element detectors by utilizing the chromatic

filtering of the thermal radiation from a weld pool. The use of a plurality of

single-element detectors rather than a CCD or an infrared camera makes it very fast to

process the data and cheap to be implemented for industrial applications. The monitoring

of weld pool size variation can also be used to monitor the weld depth in a laser

welding. Furthermore, the monitoring of the size variation of a weld pool is independent

from the focus shift of a weld pool and the monitoring of the focus shift of a weld

pool is independent from the size variation of a weld pool. In other words, the

simultaneous monitoring of the size variation and the focus shift is achieved.
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±0.02 <y 4 0.2 mm o]c>. o ^ ^ A ] 12 wlS

2000 50 °K <̂  nfl ^=0.15 ^S.o}t^, 0.75 mm

ajAS ±0.1 mm ^ £ ^ 371 W # ojA

50 °K ol*}s. ^ ^ ^ Sit:}. ^ . 3 § s j 3717} 1.3 mm

. ±0.1 mm ^ -§-^ # 371

± 0 . 1 mm

ZLU 3-33}

mm JSLc} 3 c } . Zi

± 0 . 5 mm ol

] 1.0 mm

l 100 mm

fe ± 1 . 0 mm

4,

± 1 . 0
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1.0 mm<M 31 tl| 3 W H ±0.05 mm <>l* )

± i . o mrno]]^^ 3.71^-A] ^ . ^ } ^ ̂ ]cfl ^ 2 f * ] ^ - ^ ±0 .1 mm

3.7}% ^ ^ 7 } ±0.1 mm ^ nfl ^ ©1-f- ^ A ] Aliofl

0.5 mm ol*H^K tt>eW 'S^l^ ^ . ^ ° 1 ^ ^ ^ *MI ±0. 5 mm

3.71 ^jq-7} ±0 .1 mm 6J nil i ^ o ] - ^ ^ A ] *\3L*\ £.X}$] ^ ^ ± 1 . 0 mm

-J1, ±1 .0 mm ^ 5 . ^ ol-^ ^ U l ^ . 1.3 ±0 .1 mm <HM 3.71

# ^ 3.7}
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monitoring

Nd:YAG elH*] - § " ^ ^ ^ ^ - nfl ^ o ) ^ 3 ^ 7 }

-§-3.7} Aj^s i t : } . SIH;*} wlo] 2 : A ^ ^ Al^V^ ^ ^ > ^ -§--§- poolo]

-g-^ pooli)

off X\£

530nm 5 | 950nm S] 3i}^ofl cfl*> data

Monitoring

poolOflA]

-g-g-

7i] ^Cf. Hl-BH -g-^ pool ^ 3.7M K\B\ pooHlA-1

|fe sensor^]
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f- sensor <&<=]] band pass filter-1- 47]

sensor

^ # sensor^] *]

sensor^ Si-Photo diodeS. H^J 3-13:4 ^ ThorLab

DET 100 model#

3.^ 3-13. # ^ #

{Photo detector)

DET 100 models 3|^ 25mm

VU 2 } ^ ^ 950nm

-g-g- pool SJ 5L7l7f

40 TPI

] 51 Stic]-. DET 100 models]

950nm 4 ^ ^ : Nd:YAG ^|o]^il 1064nm U|

1500nm

60A/W
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# 3fe^K 1500 nm 4J IR

* H -§"§- Pool

DET 300 model #

plasma ^ # ^-2}-

detctor^l models.

r SPECTRAL RESPONSMTY

M8 3N « 8 SN 6M ?N 906 10U 1100 1201 1381 1«0 15J0 16M 1718 1tH 1908
WAVELENGTH (nm)

H ^ 3-14. ̂ #71

(Spectral responsibility of detector)

fe- O.^ 3-1541- ̂ cf. o) detector̂ - â -<Hl bias -g-

^ ^ ^ r̂ 514. a*> sensor̂ ]

100kHz <>1̂  £#%!; ̂

\

BNC

•0

V bias |

50ohm
COAX

i 21-1

ZL ]̂ 3-15. £ # 7

(Circuit of detector)

TO SCOPE

RLOAD
TYPICALLY
50Q
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-4*Vfe Hot mirror^ 700nm

tJI, ©j 900 ran

cold mirror<>lu}.

(Spectral transmittance of mirrors)

Hot Mirror

Cold Mirror

530nm

90%

0%

632nm

93%

0%

750nm

93%

83%

950nm

45%

88%

1500nm

42%

90%

(1) hot mirror

mirrorl-

Nd:YAG

cold mirror# ^*}<H

^ 4 * f e hot mirror^

H H 1064nm 4 ^ | o ] ^

«Vr.}. < 7̂)ofl A}-§-^ hot mirror^

-^. 530nm 4 950nm

^ hot mi

hot mirror ©fl^fe

, 950nm

hot mirror

] hot

ZL^ 3-16

530nm 4^v^r ^

# ^ ^ 4 . hot mirror ^ 60mm x

40mm x 4t
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so.

80.

70.

60.

SO.

40.

3O

20

10

\

eoo.o s

\

\

\

, - • —

/ ^

/

J

SO 100O 10QO 1100 1150 1200 1250 13
m

CAN002.SP - 6/9/98

.
cxxo

3-16. $]*]*] ̂  «U}-g. Hot mirror

(Transmittance of hot mirror for laser beam)

(2) 7\:

cold mirror#

camera^

, 530nm S\ 950nm

$\-s}^ camera#

hot mirror-1- f̂-

Q hot mirror

. camera^

-r" ^I'H hot mir ror#

^ - ^ ^ ^ 530nm

cold mirror S]

^ 40%, 950nm £

950nm *}%$) ^ - 4 # ^ r 5.4%

ojei yU<

hot mirror^}

hot m i r r o r #

45-50%, 950nm<>flA-] ot 90%

530nm ]̂A-l 0%, 950nm<H]A-l

^ # 7 ] - § - hot Bl cold mirror^ ZL^} 3-172}
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(Upper) Hot mirror (Below) Cold mirror

3-17. ^S. ̂ ^-%- Ti-i-Si ^ ^ - i " (upper) Hot Mirror, (below) Cold Mirror

(Hot and cold mirror transmittance for signal detectors)

1 0 0 0 ^ m l -

spot size

7} ?]x]7} ufl-golcK 41*1] <S^i7} i-fr?> Rofin-sinar

F# ?l^: 3-4 3!£.61 tf. a*V i^6|^|5] ^ ^ # ^ < i l 1.2KW

^ ^ - # ^ hot mirror^ <$ 100mm,
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38mm

spot 3.7l7> ̂ ^

c>. H ^ 3-18^

800^m JB.CJ-

r - i \n

/u

•

—

u

H 3-18. ^!<>H
(Lens profile for laser beam)

collimate sfl^

SF-ll-i- ^-^, Meniscus PCX ̂ fe

THROUGH-FOCUS SPOT DIAGRAM

_ i -4-

0.000

F0ACTI0N4L
FIELD

-0.200DO -0.:0000 0.00000 C.10000 C.20OC0

I i OEFOCUS
O.OSOO MM ID FIBER DELIVERY LENS - 0.3X l e -3 : . 113

WAVELENGTH O.^SO^O
5EHI-FIEL0 - 1.0000 «n SEHI-A=>E5TURE - IS.0000 MM

* \ . . °5';'''"5-!ii

D.%. 3-19. JflAlt ^ } ^ ̂  3.71

(Through-focus spot diagram)
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Meniscus

153.4mm!

69.5mm

3-19^1

^fec>. ^ 1000j«m 5]

3 7 1 ^ 2 } - ^ ^ 100ywm

S.3. 1000Am

900AID

130.0mm# ^}-§-^^JL PCX *&ZL

1064nm ̂  AR S^-§-

spot 3.7]-l simulation

^ , Ji^l*l<HW 820nm

A] Ji^^ ^Sf7> ±0.2

± 0.2mm,

sleeve -g-^

711 ^ ^ r

detector,

600mm x 300mm x 110mm

mirror Ĵ filter

camera Ĵ monitor-^-

. U S ] 3-20 fe ̂ 3.71 fe

H 32mm

3-20.

(Layout of monitoring system)
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sa>n
collimate lens ^ X-Y

fe z
± 5mm

camera monitors, fiber $]

*>7l ^1*1| package ^SLS.

Nd:YAG

spot 3.717} ^ 780urn

*}<^ 1000/r/m

^ 20m

4-

p o o l

10

3-241-

*> i^jTg- 0.1 mm
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4*1 3-1.
(Laser monitoring system)

4*1 3-2. *
(Laser focusing system)
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o\. side panel -g-^-g-

(1) 4 kw CW

17|

4 kW HASS

^r 600//m

F#

side panel

4.5

spot size 7f

4 kW CW HASS laser

4KW

^r a 3-2.41- ^: ̂  38mm

a 3-2. ^^^2. ^2$ (Piano-Convex Lens)

(Specification of focusing lens (Piano-Convex lens))

Size

Focal Length

Material :

Coating

38.1mmdia.xl29.6mmRCX

165mm

SF11

Both surface AR coated at 1064nm

38mm 36 mm

160mm

F# 4.5

spot 3.7]7\

800/zm i

600/zm

^ 3-21 ^
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LENS Y-Z PROFILE SCALE 0.422 X ID SF11 DOUBLE lOOMI F5.44 1)0

165 140 165

3-21. efl°l*l ^

(Len p r o f i l e for l a s e r beam)

THROUGH-FOCUS SPOT DIAGRAM

CENTER AT 0.0 0.0
SCALE 100

-0^0000 OJXXXJO 0^0000

DERXUS. MM

WAVELENGTH 1.06400 ID SF11100 F5.44

HQ 3-22. 600um $!&•%• $}*]*i ^ ^ ^ 3.7}

(Through-focus spot diagram of 600 urn optical fiber)

collimate ^ S
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-§: S F - l l i

153.4mml-

3-22^

M , PCX

spots]

800//m

100 ̂ /m

800ftn

$= <$ 700fim

h PCX *&2,

1064nm 5] AR 3 ^ f

spot 3 .7 l# simulation

600um

± 0 . 2 m 3L

± 0.2mm, spots} 3.7]

(2)

Nd:YAG

3-3

io

A,
CW Nd:YAG

F # / 5

- lmm

800um

ol-g-sj;

800 urn S]

%^) spot

data-

HAAS A } ^ 5 ]c ] l#^ 4 kW

600um ^ Si type o)t:f. ^>

t[X\ &S) HAAS ^

}. ^ 3-22^;

(3)

3-3
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950 3\ 1500nm InGaAs

1 0 l i t e r / m i n

4*1 3-3.

( Monitoring system for automobile laser welding

E 3-3. 3 H *

(Laser welding parameter)

1 %•

2 *

3 #

^ # ^ - (¥̂ 11)

SGARC340 60/60 1.2t

SGARC340 60/60 1.4t

SGACEN F30/60 0.7t

Galvanized steel

SPRC 340 1.2t

SPRC 340 1.4t

SPCEN 0.7t

Non- Gal. steel
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3-3.

7f

:̂ ̂ ^^- 14-15msec. «>4

power S -g-^*m^K

<5ii= 50J ^ ^ 5 ] power

8pps, 60mm/min A

A}̂ I 3-4. ̂ ^ ^*i jf^Ms
(Molten pool depth variation (03-15.19) in focus)

3-4-

H^l 3-23^

4 msec.

3-23

Ln(Iisoo)/(l9so)^ 0.05
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'LOT : M m ) DLY= 8 MTA= 54 STEP= 258 CNT= 208 (M- 1 D Mo,= 16
: 83-15.19 » LnH — LnY — LnX/Y

-2M : : ; (
8 58

>HELP 2>X. Y

158

5>Ln«

200 258 HORM-COUNT

8>D Ho 9>CLS 8)HOHE

3-23. -§-^ POO1 S^-Bl l^g; (1,500/1950)
(In(li5oo/l95o) signal with respect from molten pool)

CW HAAS
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2. Computer Interface Hardware

Hardware -?•<$£•

Il trigger

ol^s. a ^ 3-24

-tlJL delay

3.^ 3-24. Hardware

(Configuration of Hardware)

H^l 3-24 o

^-o] A}^1 3-5

comparator 7>

4 -̂̂ :<H1

photo sensor, amplifier i! comparator^-

sensor 4} amplifier
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*:.•""

3-5. Hardware board

( Hardware Board )

7}. Photo sensor -if amplifier

Photo sensor 3} amplifier -b

fe ^-S-^-a D.Q 3-25 if
^<^|>H 2 7flS.
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ZlQ 3-25. Photo sensor if amplifier

(Configuration of photo sensor and amplifier)

^ 3-25 <HH load selector^]tf photo sensor

amplitude selector ofl-̂ -fe amplifier^

^-S>4 SJT:}. o]5ltl: 'i-^-c: control processor 3-^f-tf serial

-i- 4-bit latch ofl ̂ | ^ * H ^ H t l ^ K n.e]jL amplifier S-f-

12-bit A/D converter S. ^ ^ ^ t } . <>] -f-^^: 4^1 3-6^]- ^

optical ^x\o\]
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^ 3-6. %$*[ g
(Photo sensor and Amplifier)

. Photo sensor $} comparator

Photo sensor S\ comparator fe

3-26 3} go] ^<

^^ j He]Till- ZL
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Wmm

ZLQ 3-26

7} S.^ ^

processor o

H ^ 3-26. Photo sensor $} comparator

(Schematic of photo sensor and comparator)

trigger voltageoJH comparator 3.

control processor 3. trigger

delay X\& 3*.*)}

<>)•*&$\

control

A/D converter

-g. A/D converter ^ 3 us 12 bit ADC

~L^ 3-27 2f
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VlEF
2

AIM

1

IMiTWB

RfFEiSiCI T

MX7572

L
IttttTfl

12-MTUTCM

• *Ya ^MUimiXER

SWTE
OOTPtJT
IHSUII8

TMREE-SlHTf
OUTPUT
DIVEIS

D1I OS B? H
|sjn « [«Jie

O3/U DQ/8

C9MTML
L06IC

I
CUOCK

cscuumw

22

a

IS
•M

17

ID
mat

CLKWT

CULM

3-27. A/D converter

(Schematic of A/D converter)

photo sensor ofl i

A/D converter ^ cf-g-if
Aj-g-s] ̂  An} A]-g-
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12-Bit Resolution and Linearity
+ 3ps (MAX162), SfJt and 1ltys (MX7572)

Conversion Times

+ No missing Codes
+ On-Chip Voltage Reference

+ 90ns Access Time
+ 215mW Max Power Consumption

4 24-Lead Narrow DIP Package

ej-. RISC Processor

instruction

harvard ^-^^1 microcontroller PIC16C74||

processor ^ ^ ^-^^ H^3-28 3} ̂ 3 . ̂  ^ 4 ^ ^ : I 3-4
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OalaBui

Program

II
RAM
Fie

Registers

RAM A d * I'* V 9

J AAJrMUX1

Direct A d *=̂=ijlTKll*Ct
Addr

OSCIKJLKlN
osc2/ci.Kour

tnslrucBon
D*e«5»4
Cawd

TlmoO

OCP1

<5=!>

Tknef

OtdHmt
Start-up T in«

Watchdog

Brown-out

Para8«l Slave Pw! ^
Vtso, Vas W

TSmwi

POfiTB

PORTS

RAVAN1I2)
RAWAN21*1

RA*AW3»VH
RAVTOCK)

R&VINT

PORTD13*

RC0/T1OSQO'1CKa
RC1/T1OSI/CCP2
RC2/CCP1

RCSWDO

USART

H ^ 3-28. RIST S S ^ M S

(Configuration of RISC Processor)

Z L ^ 3-28 2]- ̂ -o] RISC processor ̂  chip i-fl-f-eH? instruction ̂ J data fl],

timer ̂  Z}-^- interface 7}- T2-^^!0! Q&M 7-\ instruction cycle ̂ - i]tB 50 ns

. ZLe]3. 33 4 ^ port # «y^-# o]^-*}^ 13 H } E ̂

^-tlil- T 2 - ^ * ^ , USART(Universal Synchronous

/asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter)-§• ol-g-^^ serial

EPR0M(Erase/Programmable Read Only Memory)^] write

hardware*
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a 3-4. RISC processor

(Specification of RISC processor)

Operating speed

I/O port .

Timer

Instruction

Bus

0 - 20 MHz

33 Input/output

16 bit & 8, bit

35 instruction

13 bit communication, 20 bit control

printer port#

data output^

PC

} ^ control processor $} PC ^\$] ^}^\^.^-B}9l^S. PC $]

parallel ^ i ^ # *}^ ^-^5lSd^}. ^ 1 - g : PC $] 8 bit

1^ 1 7fl»] acknowledge bit if 4 7^$] data bit ^ . ̂ i2-

control processor ^ 33 7fl I/O ^ 13 71*] port 7}

format ^ S 3-5 ^ £t\.
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3. 3-5. 3i^- data format

(Communication data format)

D7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PRINTER 0UTPUT(378H)

D6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

D5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

D4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

D3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

D2

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Dl

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

DO

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

DESCRIPTION

ACK CLEAR
DIRECT SINGLE A/D
A/D NORMAL START
CHI 1ST 4 BIT
CHI 2ND 4 BIT
CHI 3RD 4 BIT
CH2 1ST 4 BIT
CH2 2ND 4 BIT
CH2 3RD 4 BIT
NEXT DATA ADDRESS
DATA ADDR INIT
ABORT
CHANNEL A AMPLITUDE
CHANNEL B AMPLITUDE
DELAY TIME LOAD (LOW)
DELAY TIME LOAD (HIGH)
MEAN (Lower nibble)
MEAN (higher nibble)
INTERVAL (LOW)
INTERVAL (HIGH)

PRINTER

D7

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

D6

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

D5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

INPUT(379H)

D4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3. Computer Interface Software

7\. software

control processor <Hl 3-29 £}
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New
Control data

Load
Normal

Operation
Single

Operation

3-29. ̂ H ^ l software flow chart

(Flow chart of control)

ZL^ 3-29 if

command

operation

ON A] *H<>fl Q^% parameter!- PC

o]^. pc $] command 6\] tc}s}

3 7H

New control data load : Normal operation

data ̂  ^ ^ control

delay time,

Normal operation :

Single operation : 1
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\ PC software

7}

3-30 3}

AI

ijjij&siegfeo.

DT, MEAN,M;CH1,CH2J

N

P

Default^ S 3

DT= 70, PC = 600, MEAN = 50
MI=2D,CH1=2,CH2 = 2,

< :HT = 2, AP= 20, INMP = 500C

DT,PC,MEAN,MI,CH1,
CH2,CHT,AP,INMP

AIEI2J 5 §

^ 3 C1I0IB1
Tim

^ S CHOI El

ZL^ 3-7 2J-

^L^l 3-30. PC 1̂1 <H software flow chart

(Flow chart of PC control)

wmfc.ini

DOS S. S S a ^ . ^ 3

. DOS version

HI] 3-32 ̂

commandl- 7lc}5lc}. 1/2

window version ̂ S 4

3-31 ̂  ^ 3 . window version
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3-31. DOS version PC

(Display of DOS version)

ZLQ 3-31 function key
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S i j

JJ3

it-.

3-32. Window version PC *!]<>[ 3}»1

(Display of window version)

ZLQ 3-32 S] window version $] ^H-fe-

function window

A 5 . 3E.A)£|n} mouse <̂1

. 4 7]%-ofl ^Htl operation

(1)

ZL^ 3-33
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DT,PCJMEAN3MI,CH1 ,CH2 .
INMP,PMINJEMAX)MOTOR START,AV

HMEAN =

RETURN

ZL^} 3-33. ^ ^ < U ^ software flow chart

(Flow chart of parameter setting)

H ^ 3-33

motor ^]^1 A

delay time, ^ 4 ^ - ^ ^ ^ , channel amplifier

control processor S

(2) ̂ -^ software

data# fe 7|-^^.S. ZL^ 3-34
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-4 1

(EM7&) -Ds4

dllt- (DKa79)CU.d.4t(Lb,<l£)

l-daa.

0
3-34. -^^ software flow chart

(Flow chart of measuring software)
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3-34 Aj- Q°] printer port# -f-̂ M handshake ̂ -^J^S « ^ ?! data

(3) *>T? focus 4°1 software

focus <^-T-1- processing -&M motor# <̂ 1-g-̂ > focus-

fe 7 ] ^ 5 . H ^ 3-35 ^
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3-35. 4-g- focus *1|°\ software flow chart

(Flow chart of automatic focus control)
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ZL^ 3-35 $} £°) ̂ -^^ data# FMIN 2f FMAX £j- H|3.^H serial port

motor#

(4) ̂ -^ data

da ta#

display!- ^}JL, fi le ^BflS. ^ ^ ^ fi le

File ^ ^ ^ r nfl£.eH] <&*) M.QQ da ta# ^ ^ f l file name A

data-i-
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Nd:YAG

7}.

>. ZL^ 3-36 ̂ r

>. ^ ^-A

)- 1500 nm

2 msec. *! ^o|>*| %i£X\ 950nm^

950

o| 4 4 SiJf InGaAs

02 10 liter/min

"ILE
(888

3888

2888

1888

e

L>HE1

: X , Y ILY= 8 Bfmfi= 2S8 STEP= 48 ClfT= Z48 ftUR= 1 P No.= 38
: 8B-26.-1 X _ . Y — X/Y Y/X

A.

V s

^ .

3
J

V •

/

—A

I

n

—i

: - _ - ^ .

58 IBS 158

Y 3>X/Y 4>Y/X S>LnX 6>LnX^f ?>Ln

H

...

-~_
288

Y/K 8>P He

258 HORH-MTn

. 9>CLS 8>HOflE

Z l ^ 3-36. 950nm ̂  1500nm *\ $}°}*

(950 run and 1500nm signals measured with respect to time)

(horizontal unit: 4 ms/100). (a) First shot, (b) After first 30 shots. )
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^ 7 f *J 30

. H ^ 3-37 fe 50mm

4mm

L 5 m s e c >

>LQT
TILE

z

1

a

- l

- 2

1>HH

Lti
18- •e?

i i,

Y)
. 7

D

....

9 5

LP 2>X, Y 3

LY-

/v/

\

Ln

i : ) 11 
•....!,,

5 DATI
K

8 1

>H^Y 4>Y/«

II

35 S
— Ln

i/lir

Y

\

=

A

...

48

<^

CMT= 388

B8 15B 21

S>LnH 6>Lnlt<^ 7>LtiY/l

ftUR= 3
•Y

wtfr

S
L

38 2 5

< 8>B Ho. 9>C

No. = 2S
nY>O{

& V A

8 HOHtt-COUHT

LS 8>H0ME

n.^ 3-37. 4mm J i ^ ^ ^ 1 ln(I15Oo/l95o)

(In(li5oo/l95o) signal with respect to 4mm focus shif t )

3-76flA-] A ^ . aj-A} ^-o]

3-37 ^ 3 L 3 M H - b <% 55 3-7

71517}
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t\. 0.05

4*1 3-7. 4mm

(Kerf width variation in 4mm focus shift)

pulsed

Ln(Ii50o)/(I95o) &•& H

0.18

ffe O.lmm/step

30 S.

Nd:YAG
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A>^1 3-8.

(Kerf width and kerf width variation with respect to different upper and

lower bounds of In(li5oo/l95o). )

(a) upper bound: 1.43, lower bound: 1.20 at 10-11.4,

(b) upper bound: 1.43, lower bound: 1.35 at 10-11.5,

(c) upper bound: 1.38, lower bound: 1.37 at 10-11.6.
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4*1 3-9. *f
(Photograph of an arbitrarily shaped workpiece welded

with an optical monitoring and auto-focus control system. )
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(Trace of a stepping motor along an arbitrarily shaped workpiece.)
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a 3-6. sleeve

(Specification of laser welding area)

Require Surface Roughness
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ZL^ 3-44. sleeve welding ^ UJ US. (7.5 msec, 20 pps, 380 W x 12 sec)

(Ultrasonic test for sleeve welding (7.5 msec, 20 pps, 380 W x 12 sec))
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[57] ABSTRACT

A method and system is disclosed in which the local
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09/190.234
(Date of Filed : Nov.13,1998)

Method and Apparatus for real-time weld process monitoring

in a pulsed laser welding

by

Cheol-Jung Kim

Min-Suk Kim

Sung-Hoon Baik

and

Chin-Man Chung

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates in general to weld process monitoring techniques, and more

particularly to improved methods and apparatus for real-time monitoring of thermal radiation of a

weld pool to monitor a focus shift, a power variation and a weld depth for weld process control and

a weld defect for weld process quality assurance, utilizing the chromatic aberration of focusing lens

or lenses.

2. Description of the Prior Art

The application of high power Nd:YAG lasers for precision welding in industry has been

growing quite fast these days in diverse areas such as the automobile, the electronics and the

aerospace industries. Nowadays, as much as 6 kW of average power is available in the market and

the fiber delivery of it makes it useful for many remote applications. On the other hand, these

diverse applications also require the new developments for the precise control and the reliable

process monitoring. Due to the hostile environment in laser welding, a remote monitoring is

required and many acoustic and optical remote monitoring techniques have been developed.

However, acoustic monitoring is not suitable for the application in a factory due to the acoustic

interference from environmental noise including mechanical noise. Therefore, optical monitoring is

preferred in industrial applications.

As to the optical monitoring, two approaches have been followed: one monitors the

image of a weld pool with a CCD or an IR camera and the other monitors the radiation from a weld

pool with one or more single-element detectors. The monitoring of image requires fast data

processing and is quite expensive and complicated to implement. Furthermore, the monitoring of

A - 8



image is not applicable to the laser welding with a laser delivery fiber because the image of a weld

pool can not be transmitted through a single-core laser delivery fiber. On the other hand, the

monitoring of radiation is simple and cheap to implement, and fast and robust for industrial

applications. However, the information on a weld pool status is narrowed in the radiation

monitoring. Therefore, several spectral bands of radiation from UV to IR have been monitored with

a plurality of detectors to broaden the information on a weld pool status. Examples of such method

or apparatus for weld monitoring can be found in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,446,354,5,272,312, 5,360,960,

5,506,386, 5,651,903, 5,674,415, 5,681,490 and 5,728,992.

Many focus shift and power variation monitoring techniques have been developed, but

the interference between them has been neglected. Usually, the focus shift has been considered

independently from the power variation. However, the focus shift and the power variation are

closely related and can not be considered independently. For example, many focus shift monitoring

techniques are affected by the power variation. Usually, the power variation of laser itself can be

monitored easily. On the other hand, the power variation on a workpiece can be induced by the

transmission loss of delivery optics. In other words, many focus shift monitoring techniques can not

be applied to a laser welding with power variation. However, the monitoring of power variation on

the workpiece is quite important for precision welding and process automation. Sometimes, the

laser has to be stopped before the failure in delivery optics brings a disaster. Therefore, both the

focus shift monitoring and the power variation monitoring are required simultaneously for

industrial precision laser welding. Furthermore, the focus shift monitoring should not be affected

by the power variation monitoring and vice versa. For the forgoing reasons, there is a need to

discriminate the focus shift from the power variation. The meaning of the discrimination between

the focus shift and the power variation is described below in "Summary of the Invention".

The importance of the simultaneous monitoring of the power variation and the focus

shift for the precision laser welding is explained above. However, the weld depth in laser welding

depends not only on the focus shift and the power variation but also on the environmental

parameters such as the temperature of a workpiece, the flow rate of a shielding gas and the weld

gap. For a precision laser welding, the variation of weld depth induced by the changes in the

environmental parameters has to be compensated. To compensate the weld depth variation due to

the changes in these environmental parameters, the laser power has to be adjusted to compensate

the weld depth variation induced by these environmental changes. One example is the weld depth

variation at the beginning of a seam welding. Therefore, there is a need for the weld depth

monitoring for a precision laser welding. Furthermore, the monitoring of a weld defect such as a

weld gap is also required to verify the weld quality and to determine the cause of a bad welding.

This kind of comprehensive weld process monitoring has never been demonstrated.

Hence it is the fundamental object of the present invention to provide a method and an
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apparatus whereby the simultaneous monitoring of the focus shift and the power variation can be

obtained in a manner which is simple and suitable for industrial application. It is another object of

the present invention to provide a method and an apparatus whereby the weld depth and the weld

defects can be monitored for both the weld process control and the weld quality assurance.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

These objects are satisfied by utilizing the chromatic filtering of the thermal radiation of

a weld pool wherein a plurality of laser pulses are transmitted through an aperture are focused on a

workpiece with imaging optics which images said aperture on said workpiece, and wherein a

plurality of spectral bands of thermal radiation from a weld pool are imaged on said aperture with

said imaging optics consisted with one or more lenses with a large chromatic aberration and the

transmitted spectral bands are measured separately with a plurality of single-element detectors. The

aperture acts as a field-stop and it limits the area that can be seen through said imaging optics by a

single-element detector. In other words, due to the chromatic aberration of said imaging optics, a

single-element detector can obtain thermal radiation from a wider area of a weld pool, even if only

small portion of said thermal radiation is transmitted, at the wavelength with large chromatic

aberration than at the wavelength close to the laser wavelength during laser welding. The

dependence of a single-element detector signal of each spectral band on the focus shift of a

workpiece and on the wavelength of each spectral band provides the methods for monitoring of the

weld pool size, the weld depth, the weld gap, the power variation and the focus shift.

In laser welding, a weld pool is generated by a focused laser beam delivered through said

imaging optics and said aperture can be the distal end of an optical fiber. Then, the detector signal

of each spectral band measured with a single-element detector is the integration of the

multiplication of the emission intensity at the wavelength of said spectral band from each point

source of a weld pool and the transmittance of said wavelength at the position of said point source

over the field of view of said single-element detector at said wavelength. Therefore, if the detector

signals of different spectral bands are separated by dichromatic beam splitters and band-pass filters,

the variation in the field of view between the different spectral bands can provide some information

on the size variation of a weld pool. Furthermore, the transmittance at the wavelength of each

spectral band also depends on the focus shift of said workpiece and the variation in said

transmittance by the focus shift can be used for the monitoring of the focus shift of a workpiece.

Before going further into the detail, we have to be more specific on what is meant by the

"discrimination" in the simultaneous monitoring of the focus shift and the power variation. Any

focus shift monitoring is affected by the power variation if the power variation is large enough and

vice versa. However, we can determine an allowable depth variation in a laser welding from the

welding specifications. For example, it can be one tenth or two tenths of the required weld depth.
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This allowable depth variation can define the allowable power variation in a power monitoring

which induces the same amount of depth variation and the allowable focus shift in a focus shift

monitoring the same way.

Furthermore, the minimum detectable power variation for the power monitoring only

and the minimum detectable focus shift for the focus monitoring only can be determined. For the

industrial application, the wanted focus control range should be larger than the allowable focus

shift for the dependable and reliable focus control. However, the focus shift at the maximum

control range can affect the power monitoring and induce some error in the power monitoring. The

sum of this induced error and the minimum detectable power variation should be smaller than the

allowable power variation for a reliable power monitoring.

Now, the effect of power variation on the focus shift monitoring at the power variation

of the allowable power variation plus the error induced by the maximum focus shift has to be

considered. If the sum of the minimum detectable focus shift and the induced error in the focus

shift monitoring at the power variation of the allowable power variation plus the induced error at

the maximum focus control range is smaller than the allowable focus shift, then the focus shift less

than the allowable focus shift can be monitored even if the laser power varies within the allowable

power variation without any compensation for the power variation. This criterion is simple, but it

can not be obtained easily in reality. The focus shift monitoring should be optimized to minimize

the induced error from the power variation and vice versa. Then, the power variation and the focus

shift can be discriminated in weld process monitoring.

To be more quantitative, a weld pool can be approximated to the first order as a uniform

thermal radiation source at temperature T. It is well known in the art that the Planck's radiation

equation can be approximated by the Wien's law if the multiplication of the wavelength of a

spectral band in microns and the temperature of a radiation source in K, XT, is much smaller than

14380 umK. Therefore, in laser welding, the Wien's law can be applicable from the visible range

up to the near IR range as shown below. If the thermal radiation is measured at one wavelength W)

quite near to the laser wavelength but quite far from the laser wavelength to be separated by a

dichromatic mirror and an optical band-pass filter from the laser during the laser on-time and at the

other wavelength W2 quite far from W, to introduce a large chromatic aberration on the imaging

optics, the signal of a spectral band measured at a detector can be described as follow :

The signal of a spectral band at wavelength W, becomes

-14380 "
X =C,Exp( ) ftirdr

WiT

O (1)
Wil
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where C, is a constant, T is the temperature of a weld pool in K, W, is the wavelength in

microns and t, is the transmittance profile at wavelength Wj and r0 is the radius of a weld pool.

Likewise, the signal of a spectral band at wavelength W2 becomes

Y =

(2)

where Q, is a constant, T is the temperature of weld pool in K, W2 is the wavelength in microns,

t2 is the transmittance profile at wavelength W2and r0 is the radius of a weld pool.

If the spectral band signals X,Y and X',Y' are measured with some time interval, the

ratios of the special band signals expressed in natural logarithm are

( i - i ) + ln(F(W,, r0)) -ln^CW,, r,1)) (3)
1 I

^P (
Wi 1 I

ln(Y/V) = ^ ^ ( i - i ) + ln(F(W2, r0)) -ln(F(W2, r^) (4)
YV2 1 1

where T and r0' are the reduced temperature and the reduced weld pool size after the time

interval, respectively.

If the temperature dependent parts are canceled out,

Wi Wi Wi
lnCY/Y1) - — ln(XyX') = [ln(Y) - — - ln(X)+C,]-[ lnOO - — - ln(X> Q]

W2 W2 W2

Wl
=[ln(F(W2, r0)) -ln(F(W2, r0-))] - — [lnCFCW,, r0)) -ln(F(W1; r0^)]

W2

Wi Wi
=[ln(F(W2, r0))- — ln(F(Wt, r0))] - [ln(F(W2, r 0 }) -— ln(F(W,, r^)]

W2 W2

=S(Wlf W2, r0) - S(W,, W2, ro
1) (5)

where Q is a constant determined by the gain of the detectors and the constants Q and Q.

the measurable quantity of [ln(Y)-(W,/W2)ln(X)+ Q] can not be compared directly to the

calculated value of ln(F(W2,r0))-(W,/W2)ln(F(W1,r0)), which is a function of the radius of a weld

pool and can be calculated from the optical design parameters of said imaging optics, to determine

the size of a weld pool due to the unpredictable constant C,. However, the difference in any two

measurable'values of [ln(Y)-(W1/W2)ln(X)+C3] can be directly compared to the difference in the

calculated values of ln(F(W2,r0))-(WiAV2)ln(F(W1,r0)) at the corresponding two weld pool sizes. It

means that we have to know the value of [ln(Y)-(W,/W2)ln(X)+C3] at least one weld pool size.

Then, we can determine the weld pool size by comparing the difference in the measured and the

known values of [ln(Y)-(Wi/W2)ln(X)+Cy to the difference in the calculated values of
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ln(F(W2,r0))-(Wi/W2)ln(F(W,, r0)) at the corresponding two weld pool sizes. How can we find the

value of [ln(Y)-(W]/W2)ln(X)+C3] at some weld pool size ?

The field of view at the wavelength W! is smaller than the field of view at the wavelength

W2 due to the chromatic aberration of the imaging optics. Therefore, the function ln(F(W!,r0))

wherein the function F^W r̂,,) is just the integration of the transmittance at the wavelength W, over

the area with a radius of r0 becomes a constant if the radius r0 becomes larger than the field of view

at the wavelength Wi because the transmittance at the wavelength W, becomes zero at the outside

of the field of view. However, the function ln(F(W2,r0)) is still increasing up to the field of view at

the wavelength W2.

It means that the function b(F(W2,r0))-(W1AV2)ln(F(W,,r0)) has a minimum valley near the

field of view at the wavelength W,. In other words, the measured value of [ln(Y)-

(W1AV2)ln(X)+C3] corresponding to this valley should be minimum. In conclusion, this minimum

valley can be used as an absolute reference in determining the size of a weld pool in time and the

size variation of a weld pool in time can be monitored by calculating the difference of the measured

value of [ln(Y)-(W,/W2)ln(X)+C3] from said minimum value at the valley and comparing said

difference of the measured value of [ln(Y)-(W]/W2)ln(X)+C3] from said minimum value at the

valley to the deviation from the minimum valley in the function ln(F(W2)r0))-(W1AV2)ln(F(W,,r0))

such that the size of a weld pool is determined by choosing the weld pool size wherein the

deviation between the value of the function ln(F(W2,r0))-(W1AV2)ln(F(W1,r0)) at that size and the

value at the minimum of the function ln(F(W2,r0))-(W1AV2)ln(F(W,,r0)) matches the difference

calculated above.

For some values of difference in [ln(Y)-(W,/W2)ln(X)+Cy from the minimum value, two

radii can be located on both side of the valley with the same deviaiton in the function ln(F(W2,r0))-

(W]/W2)ln(F(W[,r0)). But, the ambiguity can be solved easily from the knowledge on the status of

the weld process. It is known that the size of a weld pool is increasing during the laser-on time and

is decreasing during the cooling stage. The ambiguity can be solved by attaching a plus or a minus

sign depending on the location of the minimum valley in time. If the minimum valley occurs later

than the measuring time of [ln(Y)-(Wt/W2)ln(X)+C3],the deviation is expressed as positive and as

negative if occurs earlier.

To find the minimum valley, the spectral band signals, X and Y, have to be detected and

sampled digitally during a laser pulse and between the pulses when a weld pool cools down. The

sampling rate should be high enough to locate the minimum valley accurately. The sampling

resolution also should be high enough to maintain the accuracy of the digitized data in processing.

On the other hand, the amount of sudden size reduction at a predetermined position in time

after the end of a laser pulse shows a correlation with the weld depth and the slope of weld pool

size reduction determined by two predetermined positions in time during the cooling stage also
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shows a correlation with the changes in environmental parameters including a weld gap. It means

that the cooling through larger interfacing area deep inside of a weld pool makes the amount of

sudden size reduction bigger for a deeply penetrated welding. On the other hand, if there is a gap

between the upper and the lower weld metals, the cooling speed is reduced due to the insulation

from the air gap.

If the weld pool size is larger than the field of view at wavelength W, during the time

interval, then ln(F(W1; r0)) is equal to ln(F(W,, T0J) and inQUX1) becomes

,!.) ( 6 )

Wi T T

In other words, the temperature drop rate can be monitored. Furthermore, the variation in

temperature drop rate during laser welding can be utilized to monitor the power variation if the

spectral band signals X and X' are measured during the laser-on time when the weld pool size is

still larger than the field of view at wavelength Wt. To maintain the requirement of the

measurement when the weld pool size is still larger than the field of view at wavelength W,, the

short time interval of about 10 usec to about 100 usec between the X and X' measurement is

preferred. Furthermore, both the measurements of X and X' have to be finished before the start of

the cooling stage. If a workpiece is positioned at the best focus of the laser, the spectral band

signals X and X' are also measured at the best focus owing to the small chromatic aberration

between the laser wavelength and the wavelength W,. Therefore, both the measurements of X and

X' signals are insensitive to the focus shift because the spectral band image of a weld pool at the

wavelength W, has the longest depth of focus at the best focus. It means that the induced error from

the focus shift is minimized.

On the other hand, the natural logarithm of the ratio of X over Y is

ln(X/Y) = lnCQ /Q)+ ^ ^ ( J _ . J - ) + [ l n ( F ( W i > g ) .ln(F(W2, ro»] (7)
T W2 Wi

The second term depends on the power variation, the workpiece temperature, the lens

temperature, etc. The temperature decreases quite fast during the cooling stage and it is not easy to

monitor the weld pool at the same temperature during the focus shift monitoring. The most stable

sampling can be obtained at the end of a laser pulse when the plasma induced by a laser pulse is

extinguished but the cooling has not been initiated. It is known that the temperature fluctuation

induced by a small power variation is small in laser welding. Therefore, the induced error from the

power variation is minimized by measuring the ln(X/Y) before the end of a laser pulse when the

weld pool is still larger than the focused laser spot size. Then, the focus shift dependence of the

third term in Eq.(7) is utilized for the monitoring of the focus shift.

In conclusion, the monitoring of weld pool size variation is achieved with a plurality of

single-element detectors by utilizing the chromatic filtering of the thermal radiation from a weld
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pool. The use of a plurality of single-element detectors rather than a CCD or IR camera in

monitoring the size of a weld pool makes it very fast to process the data and cheap to implement for

industrial application. The monitoring of weld pool size variation can also be used to monitor the

weld depth and the weld gap by utilizing the information on the weld pool size variation and the

slope of weld pool size variation at predetermined locations in time during the cooling stage.

Furthermore, the interference between the power variation monitoring and the focus shift

monitoring has been minimized and the discrimination between the power variation monitoring and

the focus shift monitoring can be achieved by optimizing the chromatic filtering of the thermal

radiation from a weld pool.

These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become

better understood with preference to the following description and appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention together with the above and other objects and advantages may best

be understood from the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments of the

invention illustrated in the drawings, wherein:

Fig.l is a schematic representation of a system for chromatic filtering of thermal

radiation from a weld pool in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows ln(F(W2,r0))-(WiAV2)ln(F(W1,r0)) and its dependence on the focus shift for

an optimized optical system made of high index of refraction glass SF11 with 100 mm focal length

at F/3.8;

Fig.3 shows the variation of the difference between the measured value of [ln(Y)-

(W,/W2)ln(X)+C3] a nd the minimum of those measurements in time during a single pulse in the

series of laser pulses for high power and for low power laser welding;

Fig.4 is another display showing the variation of the difference between the measured

value of [ln(Y)-CW,AV2)ln(X)+C3] and the minimum of those measurements for a single pulse in

the series of pulses for high power and for low power laser welding from the end of a laser pulse

through the cooling stage;

Fig.5 is a display illustrating the effect of environmental parameter on the variation of

the difference between the measured value of [ln(Y)-(W,/W2)ln(X)+C3] and the minimum of those

measurements for a single pulse in the series of pulses from the end of a laser pulse through the

cooling stage;

Fig.6A compares the focus shift sensitivity for different glass material at 100 mm focal

length at F/3.8;

Fig.6B compares the focus shift sensitivity for different focal length for SF11 high index

of refraction glass material;
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Fig.6C compares the focus shift sensitivity for different F/number for SF11 high index of

refraction glass material at 100 mm focal length;

Fig.6D compares the focus shift sensitivity for different focal length for BK7 low index

of refraction glass material at F/3.8;

Fig.6E compares the focus shift sensitivity for different F/number for BK7 low index of

refraction glass material at 100 mm focal length;

Fig.7 shows the transmittance curves for the wavelength W[ and the wavelength W2 at

the highest sensitivity in Fig.6A-6E;

Fig. 8A shows ln(Ff^2,ro)HWi/W2)ln(F(W1,ro)) and its dependence on the focus shift

for an optical system made of high index of refraction glass SF11 with 100 mm focal length at

F/3.8 and with the highest focus shift sensitivity;

Fig.8B shows ln(F(WI,r0))-ln(F(W2,r())) and its dependence on the focus shift for an

optical system made of high index of refraction glass SF11 with 100 mm focal length at F/3.8 and

with the highest focus shift sensitivity;

Fig.8C shows ln(F(W,,ro))-ln(F(W2,r0)) and its dependence on the focus shift for an

optical system with small shift in W2 toward the longer wavelength from the best wavelength;

Fig.9A is a display illustrating the variation of ln(X/Y) during a focus shift;

Fig.9B is a display illustrating the variation of ln(XZX') during a focus shift;

Fig.lOA is a display illustrating the variation of ln(X/X') during a power variation;

Fig.lOB is a display illustrating the variation of ln(X/Y) during a power variation;

Fig.llA is a display illustrating the variation of ln(X/X') during a simultaneous

introduction of a power variation and a focus shift;

Fig.llB is a display illustrating the variation of ln(X/Y) during a simultaneous

introduction of a power variation and a focus shift;

Fig.l2A is a display illustrating the weld depth variation during a power variation;

Fig.l2B is a display illustrating the weld depth variation during a focus shift;

Fig. 13 shows the oxidized burn patterns for a power variation and for a focus shift for

comparison with the results from the chromatic filtering;

Fig.14 is a display illustrating the focus control during a laser welding on a curved

surface; and

Fig.15 is a display illustrating the weld depth and the environmental change monitorings

during the same laser welding as shown in Fig.14.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described in greater detail for a

pulsed laser welding with 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser with reference to more specific drawings and
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data, which are for a better understanding of the invention and not for limiting purposes.

Fig.l illustrates a schematic representation of a system for chromatic filtering of thermal

radiation from a weld pool in accordance with the present invention. The weld pool 1 is generated

by focusing the laser pulses from a pulsed laser 17 with imaging lenses 3 and 5 after being

transmitted through a fiber 7 with an aperture at the distal end. The thermal radiation from a weld

pool 1 is imaged on said aperture by the imaging lenses 3 and 5 and delivered through the fiber 7.

Then, the thermal radiation is collimated by a lens 9 and is reflected by a dichromatic mirror 11

which transmits the laser beam from a pulsed laser source 17 delivered through another fiber 15 but

reflects the thermal radiation for chromatic filtering. A small portion of laser beam reflected from

the dichromatic mirror 11 is reduced in intensity by a density filter 19, focused by a lens 21 on a

single-element Si detector 23 for synchronization between the start of each laser pulse and the

thermal radiation measurement. The dichromatic mirror 11 shown in Fig.l is reflecting the thermal

radiation to measure, but transmitting the 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser. However, a dichromatic mirror

which reflects the 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser, but transmits the thermal radiation to measure can also

be used as a dichromatic mirror to separate the laser and the thermal radiation. Then, the positions

of a fiber 15 and a pulsed laser source 17 have to be exchanged with the positions of a dichromatic

beam splitter 25 and following thermal radiation detecting components.

The reflected thermal radiation is divided into two spectral bands with a dichromatic

beam splitter 25 which reflects one spectral band but transmits the other spectral band. The

transmitted spectral band is filtered with a band-pass filter 27 with the bandwidth of about one

hundredth to about one tenth of the laser wavelength, and focused by a lens 29 on a single-element

Si detector 31. The reflected spectral band is also filtered with a band-pass filter 33 with the

bandwidth of about one hundredth to about one tenth of the laser wavelength, and focused by a lens

35 on a single-element Si detector 37. If the bandwidths of the band-pass filers 27 and 33 become

too narrow, the detector signals become too small to be detected with a single-element Si detector.

However, if the bandwidths of the band-pass filers 27 and 33 become too wide, the chromatic

filtering becomes blurred and loses the accuracy. The detector outputs from the three detectors 23,

31,37 are connected to a processing computer 41 through an interface 39. The process computer 41

controls the position of a translator 45 through a driver 43 and also controls the out put power of a

pulsed laser 17.

The interface 39 samples the detector signals of all spectral bands digitally. The

digitization'resolution should be higher than 8 bits to maintain the accuracy of the digitized data in

processing. However, if it is higher than 16 bits, the data processing speed will become slow. The

12 to 16 bits of digitization resolution is good enough to maintain the accuracy and keep the fast

data processing speed. The sampling rate should also be high enough to locate the minimum valley

and the sudden weld pool size reduction after the end of a laser pulse accurately. It requires that the
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sampling interval should be less than 1 msec. The time interval of between 10 usec to 100 usec is

preferred. However, if the time interval is less than 1 usec, the data processing speed will become

slow. Furthermore, the interface should be able to adjust the start of the sampling to remove the

digitized data which will not be used for the weld process monitoring. The timing resolution of

about 0.1 msec is good enough in adjusting the delay. Finally, the interface 39 should be able to

adjust the number of samplings for each pulse. It depends on the application, but usually it can be

around a couple of hundreds without reducing the data processing speed.

The processing computer 41 should store the digitized spectral band signals, process the

digitized spectral band signals and analyze the processed signals for the weld process monitoring

and control. The various calculations can be processed as soon as the digitized spectral band signals

are stored for faster data processing speed or they can be processed after all the digitized spectral

band signals are stored. Furthermore, the processing computer 41 displays a signal related to the

amount of focus shift for each pulse in real-time for the monitoring of the focus shift, produces an

error signal when said signal related to the amount of focus shift escapes from the range determined

by a predetermined upper limit and a predetermined lower limit to adjust the position of the

focusing lens or lenses using the error signal provided above and a predetermined focus shift

sensitivity to correct the focus shift error, displays a signal related to the power variation on a

workpiece for each pulse in real-time for the monitoring of power variation on a workpiece,

displays a signal related to the weld pool size variation in time for each pulse in real-time, displays

a signal related to the weld pool size at a predetermined position in time for each pulse in real-time

for the monitoring of weld depth, adjusts the power of a laser if the signal related to the weld pool

size at a predetermined position in time deviates from the predetermined allowable range and

displays a signal related to the slope of weld pool size reduction determined by two predetermined

positions in time for each pulse in real-time for the monitoring of weld gap or other environmental

changes.

For chromatic filtering, at least two spectral bands have to be measured, one wavelength

W, quite near to the laser wavelength but quite far from the laser wavelength to be separated by a

dichromatic mirror and an optical band-pass filter from the laser during the laser on-time and the

other wavelength W2 quite far from Wj to introduce a large chromatic aberration on the imaging

optics. If the wavelength Wi is adjusted within about one tenth to about two tenths of the pulsed

laser wavelength, the chromatic aberrations at the wavelength W, and at the pulsed laser

wavelength are almost the same. It means that both the wavelength Wt and the wavelength of a

pulsed laser have the same focus. Furthermore, a dichromatic mirror reflecting a pulsed laser can be

designed to have enough transmittance at the wavelength W, to be detected or a dichromatic mirror

transmitting a pulsed laser can be designed to have enough reflectance at the wavelength W! to be

detected. On the other hand, the contribution of a pulsed laser to the spectral band signal at the
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wavelength W, can be blocked completely with a dichromatic mirror and the band-pass filter with a

bandwidth of about one hundredth to about one tenth of the laser wavelength. The shorter

wavelength is preferred for the wavelength W2 because the chromatic aberration becomes larger at

the shorter wavelength.

Fig.2 shows ln(F(W2,r0))-(W,/W2)ln(F(W1,r0)) and its dependence on the focus shift for

an optimized optical system made of high index of refraction glass SF11 with 100 mm focal length

at F/3.8. The 950 nm spectral band is chosen as the wavelength W, and the 650 nm spectral band is

chosen as the wavelength W2. The ordinate is a calculated value of ln(F(W2,r0))-

(Wi/W2)ln(F(W,,r0)) represented in unitless number, but the minimum values in the curves of

ln(F(W2,r0))-(W,AV2)ln(F(W1,r0)) have been aligned in parallel to zero because only the difference

in the curves of ln(F(W2,r0))-(W,/W2)ln(F(W,,r0)) at two points has the physical meaning. The

abscissa represents a diameter of a weld pool in mm. As shown in Fig.2, the weld pool size

monitoring is quite insensitive to the focus shift if the weld pool size smaller than the laser spot size

of 1.0 mm is monitored. However, the weld pool size monitoring is sensitive to the focus shift to

the shorter direction if the weld pool size lager than the 1.0 mm laser spot size is monitored. The

reason is that the transmittance profiles at the 950 nm and the 650 nm become similar to each other

as the focus shift to the shorter direction becomes larger. Therefore, the weld pool size monitoring

can not be obtained at a large inward focus shift. However, the monitoring of a weld pool size

smaller than the 1.0 mm laser spot size is important to the monitoring of the weld depth and the

environmental change. Therefore, the weld depth and the environmental change monitoring can be

achieved even if some focus shift is introduced during the monitoring. In other words, the induced

error on the weld pool size monitoring from the focus shift can be neglected within some range of

focus shift. It means the simultaneous monitoring of the focus shift and the weld pool size can be

achieved with the imaging optics shown in Fig.2.

Fig.3 shows the variation of the difference between the measured value of [ln(Y)-

(W1AV2)ln(X)+C3] and the minimum of those measurements in time during a single pulse in the

series of laser pulses for high power and for low power laser welding. The ordinate represents the

difference in unitless number and the abscissa represents the measured time from the start of a

single pulse as the number of sampling. The sampling interval is 40 usec. The trace 51 shows the

difference at the average power of 250 W and the trace 53 shows the difference at the average

power of 170 W. In both cases, the laser pulse width and the pulse repetition rate are 7.5 msec and

20 hz respectively.

At the average power of 250 W, the weld pool size increases from the start of a laser

pulse and passes the size of the minimum valley near the 70* sampling and, as the deep penetration

occurs in the middle of a laser pulse near the 110th sampling, it starts to shrink and passes the

minimum valley again near the end of a laser pulse near the 160"1 sampling. As mentioned above, to
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avoid the ambiguity, the minimum value is searched from the data sampled later than 6 msec from

the start of the laser pulse. By comparing the ordinates of Fig.2 and Fig.3, the weld pool size

variation in time can be monitored quantitatively. The trace 51 shows that the weld pool size passes

the size at the minimum valley at around 2 msec from the start of the laser pulse, becomes the

maximum size of about 1.5 mm at around 4.5 msec from the start of the laser pulse and passes the

size at the minimum valley at around 7 msec from the start of the laser pulse. The phenomena that

the weld pool size shrinks near the 7 msec can be explained by the laser pulse shape which starts to

decrease around 7 msec from the start of a laser pulse even if the pulse width is set at 7.5 msec. On

the other hand, at the average power of 170 W, the trace 53 shows the weld pool size passes the

size at the minimum valley at around 4 msec from the start of the laser pulse and the maximum

weld pool size is about 1.1 mm. Furthermore, both trace 51 and trace 53 show the sudden size

reduction just after the end of a laser pulse. In conclusion, the quantitative real-time monitoring of

the size of a weld pool during laser-on time and during the cooling stage is achieved using the

chromatic filtering method.

Fig.4 is another display showing the variation of the difference between the measured

value of [ln(Y)-(Wi/W2)ln(X)+(y and the minimum of those measurements for a single pulse in

the series of pulses for high power and for low power laser welding from the end of a laser pulse

through the cooling stage. The ordinate represents the difference in unitless number and the

abscissa represents the measuring time from 7.2 msec after the start of a pulse as the number of

sampling. The sampling interval is 10 usec. The trace 61 shows the difference at the average power

of 300 W and the trace 63 shows the difference at the average power of 200 W. In both cases, the

laser pulse width and the pulse repetition rate are 7.5 msec and 20 hz respectively. As shown in

Fig.4, the weld pool size becomes stable after a sudden reduction in weld pool size for both high

power and low power. The amount of a sudden reduction in weld pool size which is related to the

fast cooling through the interface inside the weld pool shows the correlation to the weld depth.

Fig.4 also shows that the timing when the weld pool size passes the size at the minimum valley is

earlier for the lower power laser welding due to the smaller weld width for lower power laser

welding even if the internal cooling through the interface is slower. Furthermore, there is some

jittering in synchronizing the start of the sampling to the start of a laser pulse due to some

fluctuation in the laser pulse shape. Therefore, to monitor the weld depth, it is better to align the

timing when the weld pool size passes the size at the minimum valley at the same time. Then, the

weld pool size at a predetermined time from said aligned time shows the pulse-to-pulse variation of

a weld depth during laser welding. The predetermined time varies by the weld parameters.

Fig.5 shows the effect of environmental parameter on the variation of the difference

between the measured value of [ln(Y)-(W1/W2)ln(X)+C3] and the minimum of those measurements

for a single pulse in the series of pulses from the end of a laser pulse through the cooling stage. The
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ordinate represents the difference in unitless number and the abscissa represents the measured time

from 7.2 msec after the start of a pulse as the number of sampling. The sampling interval is 10 usec.

The trace 71 shows the difference for a bad weld wherein the sudden reduction in the weld pool

size disappears due to the thermal insulation from the air gap and the trace 73 shows the difference

for a good weld. Other environmental change introducing the variation in the cooling speed can

also be monitored. Therefore, the slope of weld pool size reduction determined by the difference in

the weld pool size at two predetermined positions in time after the aligned time determined above

shows the pulse-to-pulse variation in the environmental parameters such as a weld gap.

The optimization of chromatic aberration of imaging optics is important for the proper

use of the chromatic filtering method in the monitoring of the focus shift. As shown above, it is

essential for the monitoring of the weld pool size to measure two spectral band signals at one

wavelength W, quite near to the laser wavelength and at the other wavelength W2 quite far from the

wavelength W, toward the shorter wavelength. However, Eq.(7) shows that any two spectral band

signals with large chromatic aberration are good for the monitoring of the focus shift. Therefore,

another spectral band signal at a wavelength W3 which is located far from the wavelength W,

toward the longer wavelength is required for the higher sensitivity in the monitoring of the focus

shift. In other words, the wavelength W, and the wavelength W2 are used for the monitoring of the

weld pool size and the wavelength W2 and the wavelength W3 are used for the monitoring of the

focus shift. In this case, the measurement of the three spectral band signals is required and one

more dichromatic beam splitter has to be added to separate the spectral band signal at the

wavelength W3 from the spectral band signal at the wavelength W,. However, if the two spectral

band signals at the wavelengths Wj and W2 have enough sensitivity for the monitoring of the focus

shift, then the two spectral band signals at the wavelengths Wt and W2 are enough for the

comprehensive weld process monitoring of the weld pool size, the weld depth, the weld gap, the

focus shift and the laser power variation. The sensitivity of the focus shift monitoring with the two

spectral band signals at the wavelength W, and at the wavelength W2 is analyzed and the selection

of the wavelength W2 is optimized.

Fig.6A-6E show the focus shift sensitivities for various optical systems. The 950 nm was

chosen as the wavelength W1 because it is very close to the 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser wavelength, but

separated far enough from the 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser wavelength to cut out the reflected 1.06 um

Nd:YAG laser beam with a band-pass filer of 10 nm bandwidth. To find the general tendency in

selecting the best wavelength for W2 and the best glass material, the abscissa of Fig.6A-6E is

expressed as the chromatically blurred size at the corresponding W2 wavelength and for the

selected glass material. The number in the abscissa is expressed as the multiple of the laser spot

size of 1.0 mm. The ordinate represents the sensitivity of the focus shift for the specified optical

system and is expressed as the variation in the [ln(F(W!, r0)) -ln(F(W2, r0))], the third term of Eq.(7),
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per 1 mm focus shift.

Fig.6A compares the focus shift sensitivity for different glass material with the same

focal length of 100 mm and with the same f number of 3.8. The trace 81 shows the focus shift

sensitivity for the SF11 high index of refraction glass material and the trace 83 shows the focus

shift sensitivity for the BK7 low index of refraction glass material.

Fig.6B compares the focus shift sensitivity of SF11 high index of refraction glass

material for different focal length with the same f number of 3.8. The trace 85 shows the focus shift

sensitivity for 100 mm focal length and the trace 87 shows the focus shift sensitivity for 30 mm

focal length.

Fig.6C compares the focus shift sensitivity of SF11 high index of refraction glass

material for different f number with the same focal length of 100 mm. The trace 89 shows the focus

shift sensitivity for f number of 3.8 and the trace 91 shows the focus shift sensitivity for f number

of 6.0.

Fig.6D compares the focus shift sensitivity of BK7 low index of refraction glass material

for different focal length with the same f number of 3.8. The trace 93 shows the focus shift

sensitivity for 100 mm focal length and the trace 95 shows the focus shift sensitivity for 30 mm

focal length.

Fig.6E compares the focus shift sensitivity of BK7 low index of refraction glass material

for different f number with the same focal length of 100 mm. The trace 97 shows the focus shift

sensitivity for f number of 3.8 and the trace 99 shows the focus shift sensitivity for f number of 6.0.

As shown in Fig.6A-6E, the wavelength with the blur size of about 2 times the laser spot size has

the highest sensitivity in the focus shift monitoring for various optical systems. However, the focus

shift sensitivity is still high enough for the blur size of from about 0.5 to about 3.5 times the laser

spot size.

As to the glass optimization, the glass with high index of refraction is required up to 100

mm focal length at F/3.8 because the peak focus shift sensitivity occurs at the 450 nm at 100 mm

focal length with F/3.8 for BK7. The peak wavelength shifts to 260 nm for 30 mm focal length at

F/3.8 and to 360 nm for 100 mm focal length at F/6.0 for BK7. The thermal radiation at these short

spectral bands is too small to be detected. However, the BK7 glass can be used at longer focal

length at F/3.8. Furthermore, for slow F/number optical system, the requirement of the high index

of refraction glass is more serious. The peak focus shift sensitivity shifts to the 500 nm at 100 mm

focal length with F/6.0 for SF11 glass. The peak focus shift sensitivity shifts to the 400 nm at 30

mm focal length with F/3.8 for SF11 glass. In conclusion, as the focal length becomes shorter or the

F/number becomes slower the higher index of refraction glass is required. The lower sensitivity for

the slower F/number is acceptable because the lower sensitivity is good enough for the focus

control of the slower F/number optical system because the depth of focus in optical system
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increases as the F/number becomes slower.

Fig.7 shows the transmittance curves for the wavelengths Wt and W2 at the highest

sensitivity in Fig.6A-6E. The trace 101 shows the thansmittance curve for the wavelength W, at the

highest sensitivity of traces 81, 85 and 89 which are the same optical system. The trace 103 shows

the thansmittance curve for the wavelength W, at the highest sensitivity of traces 83, 93 and 97

which are the same optical system. The traceslO7,lll,115 and 119 show the transmittance curves

for the wavelength W, at the highest sensitivity of traces 87,91,95 and 99 respectively. The trace

121 shows the thansmittance curve for the wavelength W2 at the highest sensitivity of traces 81, 85

and 89 which are the same optical system. The trace 123 shows the thansmittance curve for the

wavelength W2 at the highest sensitivity of traces 83,93 and 97 which are the same optical system.

The tracesl27,131,135 and 139 show the transmittance curves for the wavelength W2 at the highest

sensitivity of traces 87,91,95 and 99 respectively. Due to the difference in the spherical aberration,

there is a small variation in the transmittance curves. However, Fig.7 shows the general tendency in

the transmittance curve for the wavelength W2 at the highest sensitivity. The shape of the

transmittance curve for the wavelength W2 at the highest sensitivity supports the conclusion shown

above that the wavelength with the blur size of about 2 times the laser spot size has the highest

sensitivity in the focus shift monitoring for various optical systems.

Fig. 8A shows ln(F(W2,r0))-(Wt/W2)ln(F(Wj,r0)) and its dependence on the focus shift

for an optical system made of high index of refraction glass SF11 with 100 mm focal length at

F/3.8. Fig.8B shows ln(F(W,,ro))-ln(F(W2,ro)) and its dependence on the focus shift for the same

optical system. The 950 nm is chosen as the wavelength W, and the 600 nm is chosen as the

wavelength W2 because the 600 nm has the highest sensitivity in the focus shift monitoring. If the

weld pool size is larger than the laser spot size of 1 mm, ln(F(W],ro))-ln(F(W2,ro)) depends much on

the weld pool size. Therefore, if ln(F(W,,ro))-ln(F(W2,ro)) measured at a weld pool size larger than

the laser spot size 1 mm is used for the focus shift monitoring, the fluctuation in the weld pool size

will induces an error in the focus shift monitoring. On the other hand, if ln(F(W,,ro))-ln(F(W2,ro))

measured at a weld pool size smaller than the laser spot size 1 mm is used for the focus shift

monitoring, the fast temperature variation due to the fast cooling will induce an error in the focus

shift monitoring. In conclusion, ln(F(Wi,ro))-ln(F(W2,ro)) measured when the weld pool size

becomes the same as the laser spot size minimizes the induced error in the focus shift monitoring.

However, as shown in Fig.8A-8B, the range for the simultaneous monitoring of the focus

shift and the weld pool size variation becomes narrowed. As shown in Fig.8B, the focus shift

sensitivity, measured when the weld pool size becomes about 1 mm, becomes zero between the

focus shift from +3 mm to +5 mm. However, the long range of focus shift monitoring in the longer

direction of focus shift is important in the position control of the imaging optics. Because the

welding nozzle is usually separated about a few mm from a workpiece for uniform shielding of the
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workpiece there is no possibility to control the focus shift more than a few mm toward the shorter

direction. However, the chance to control the long focus shift in the longer direction is high in the

industrial applications.

Therefore, if the longer range of focus shift monitoring in the longer direction of focus

shift is desired, the best wavelength needs to be shifted a little bit toward the longer wavelength.

Then, the transmittance profile at this shifted wavelength with some focus shift in the longer

direction is the same as the transmittance profile at the best wavelength without any focus shift. It

means the longer range of focus shift monitoring in the longer direction of focus shift can be

achieved. Fig.8C shows ln(F(W,,ro))-ln(F(W2,ro)) and its dependence on the focus shift for the same,

optical system at 650 nm. It shows that the range of the focus shift monitoring in the longer

direction is increased up to +5 mm.

The following Fig.9-12 shows the weld process monitoring using the chromatic filtering

method. The abscissa represents the movement of 40 mm. The ordinate of these figures is an

arbitrary measurement of the processed signals. Fig.9 shows the monitoring of the focus shift. The

trace 141 in Fig.9A shows the linear variation of ln(X/Y) for a focus shift from 0.5 mm to -0.5 mm.

At the beginning, the temperature of a workpiece is cold and ln(X/Y) is affected by the cold

workpiece temperature. The trace 143 in Fig. 9B shows the insensitivity of ln(X/X') for the same

focus shift from 0.5 mm to -0.5 mm. The ln(X/Y) shows a linear dependence on the focus shift, but

the ln(X/X') does not depend on the focus shift. Fig.10 shows the monitoring of the power variation.

The trace 145 in Fig.lOA shows the variation of ln(X/X') for a power variation from 150 W to 115

W and back to 150 W. The trace 147 in Fig.lOB shows the insensitivity of ln(X/Y) for the same

power variation from 150 W to 115 W and back to 150 W. The ln(X/X') shows a linear dependence

on the power variation, but the ln(X/Y) does not depend on the power variation. Fig.ll shows the

simultaneous monitoring of the power variation and the focus shift. The laser power was varied

from 115 W to 150 W and back to 115 W and the focus was shifted from -0.5 mm to 0.5 mm

simultaneously. The trace 149 in Fig.llA representing the variation of ln(X/X') detects the power

variation and the trace 151 in Fig.llB representing the variation of ln(X/Y) detects the focus shift.

At the beginning, it is also affected by the cold workpiece temperature and the trace 151 was

averaged for 3 nearby sampled data. However, the focus shift monitoring can not find the position

of best focus. To locate the best focus, the weld depth monitoring is utilized. Fig.12 shows the weld

depth variation obtained from the weld pool size monitoring at a predetermined time. The trace 153

in Fig.l2A represents the weld depth variation for the power variation from 150 W to 115 W and

back to 150 W and the trace 155 in Fig.l2B represents the weld depth variation for the focus shift

from 0.5 mm to -0.5 mm. The best focus can be located easily within the accuracy less than ±0.3

mm for the focus shift monitoring. Fig.13 shows the oxidized bum patterns for the power variation

and the focus shift for comparison with the results from the chromatic filtering. The trace 157
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represents the edge of oxidized burn pattern for the power variation from 150 W to 115 W and back

to 150 W and the trace 159 represents the edge of oxidized burn pattern for the focus shift from 0.5

mm to -0.5 mm.

Fig. 14 shows the focus control during a laser welding on a curved surface. In the middle

of laser welding, the laser power was varied stepwise from 120 W to 150 W. The trace 161 shows

the ln(X/Y) during the laser welding on a curved surface and is not affected by the power variation.

The optical system has the focus shift sensitivity of 0.2 per mm shift and the variation in ln(X/Y) is

less than 0.2. It means that the focus shift is controlled within ±0.5 mm during a laser welding on a

curved surface. If the measured ln(X/Y) deviates from the preset window of 0.4 and 0.42 in

ln(X/Y), the deviation is compensated by controlling the position of imaging optics with an

attached translator. The trace 163 shows the real movement of the focus lens head shifted by a

translator attached to the focusing lens head during the laser welding. Each division corresponds to

0.6 mm movement of the focusing lens head.

Fig. 15 shows the monitoring of the weld depth and the environmental change during the

same laser welding in Fig.14. The trace 165 shows the monitoring of the weld depth during the

laser welding determined by the weld pool size at a predetermined position in time. The trace 165

shows the sudden increase in weld depth in the middle of laser welding. The trace 167 shows the

environmental change during the laser welding determined by the slope of change in the weld pool

size calculated at the two predetermined positions in time. The trace 167 shows there is no weld

gap or equivalent environmental changes during the laser welding.

Although the present invention has been described in considerable detail with reference

to certain preferred versions thereof, many modifications and changes will occur to those skilled in

the art. It is, therefore, understood that the appended claims are intended to cover all such

modifications and changes which fall within the spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for real-time monitoring a weld pool size, a weld depth and a weld gap in a

pulsed laser welding, the method comprising the steps of:

transmitting a plurality of laser pulses through an aperture which limits the size of pulsed

laser beam;

focusing the transmitted laser pulses with a lens or lenses with large chromatic aberration

but minimum spherical aberration on a workpiece;

sensing a thermal radiation from a weld pool through the same focusing lens or lenses, and

the same aperture;

separating the thermal radiation and the laser pulses with a dichromatic mirror;

splitting the thermal radiation with a dichromatic beam splitter into two spectral bands;

filtering each spectral band of the thermal radiation with a narrow band-pass optical filter;
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detecting each narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation with a detector during the laser

pulses and between the laser pulses;

sampling the electrical signals from said detectors digitally for each laser pulse;

processing said two detector signals; and

analyzing the processed signals for the real-time monitoring of a weld pool size, a weld

depth and a weld gap.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein filtering with a narrow band-pass filter includes two

narrow band-pass filters and the center wavelength of one narrow bans-pass filter is close to the

pulsed laser wavelength preferably within about one tenth up to about two tenths of the pulsed laser

wavelength and the other center wavelength of narrow band-pass filter is far from the pulsed laser

wavelength preferably toward the shorter wavelength.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein processing the sampled digitized signals comprises

the step of calculating the natural logarithm of digitized data at the wavelength far from the pulsed

laser wavelength minus the natural logarithm of the digitized data at the wavelength close to the

pulsed laser wavelength multiplied by the ratio of the wavelength close to the laser wavelength to

the wavelength far from the pulsed laser wavelength for each sampling.

4. The method of claim 1 or 3 wherein analyzing the processed signals for the real-time

monitoring of a weld pool size comprises the steps of:

finding the minimum of the natural logarithm of digitized data at the wavelength far from

the pulsed laser wavelength minus the natural logarithm of the digitized data at the wavelength

close to the pulsed laser wavelength multiplied by the ratio of the wavelength close to the laser

wavelength to the wavelength far from the pulsed laser wavelength from the series of sampled

digitized data for each pulse;

calculating, for each sampling, the difference between the natural logarithm of digitized

data at the wavelength far from the pulsed laser wavelength minus the natural logarithm of the

digitized data at the wavelength close to the pulsed laser wavelength multiplied by the ratio of the

wavelength close to the laser wavelength to the wavelength far from the pulsed laser wavelength

and the minimum value determined above; and

comparing the difference calculated above to the deviation of a predetermined function

from the minimum valley in a predetermined function such that the size of a weld pool is

determined by choosing the weld pool size wherein the deviation between the value of the

predetermined function at that size and the value at the minimum of the predetermined function

matches the difference calculated above.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein determining the predetermined function comprises

the steps of:

calcluating a transmittance through an aperture as a function of position on the weld pool at
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the wavelength close to the pulsed laser wavelength and at the wavelength far from the pulsed laser

wavelength with the optical design specifications of the focusing lens or lenses;

calculating a first function as a function of a radius r such that the value of the first function

is the integration of the transmittance through an aperture at the wavelength close to the pulsed

laser wavelength over a weld pool circle with a radius r;

calculating a second function as a function of a radius r such that the value of the second

function is the integration of the transmittance through an aperture at the wavelength far from the

pulsed laser wavelength over a weld pool circle with a radius r; and

calculating the natural logarithm of the second function minus the natural logarithm of the

first function multiplied by the ratio of the wavelength close to the laser wavelength to the

wavelength far from the pulsed laser wavelength as a function of a radius r.

6. The method of claim 1, 3, 4 or 5 further including the step of monitoring the weld

depth in real-time comprising the steps of:

monitoring the weld pool size reduction in time after the end of a laser pulse for each laser

pulse;

finding the amount of the sudden weld pool size reduction at a predetermined position in

time for each laser pulse; and

correlating the amount of the sudden weld pool size reduction with the weld depth.

7. The method of claim 1, 3, 4 or 5 further including the step of monitoring the weld gap

in real-time comprising the steps of:

monitoring the weld pool size reduction in time after the end of a laser pulse for each laser

pulse; and

comparing the slope of the weld pool size reduction determined by two predetermined

positions in time during the cooling stage for each laser pulse wherein substantially slow weld pool

size reduction in time is indicative of a weld gap.

8. A method for controlling a focus position of laser spot in a pulsed laser welding, the

method comprising the steps of:

transmitting a plurality of laser pulses through an aperture which limits the size of pulsed

laser beam;

focusing the transmitted laser pulses with a lens or lenses with some chromatic aberration

but minimum spherical aberration on a workpiece;

sensing a thermal radiation from a weld pool through the same focusing lens or lenses, and

the same aperture;

separating the thermal radiation and the laser pulses with a dichromatic mirror;

splitting the thermal radiation with a dichromatic beam splitter into a plurality of spectral

bands;
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filtering each spectral band of the thermal radiation with a narrow band-pass optical filter;

detecting each narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation with a detector during the laser

pulses and between the laser pulses;

sampling the electrical signals from said detectors digitally for each laser pulse;

processing a plurality of digitized detector signals; and

analyzing the processed signals for the real-time control of focus position.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein filtering with a narrow band-pass filter includes at

least but preferably two narrow band-pass filters and the center wavelength of one narrow bans-

pass filter is close to the pulsed laser wavelength preferably within about one tenth up to about two

tenths of the pulsed laser wavelength and the other center wavelength of narrow band-pass filter is

far from the pulsed laser wavelength preferably toward the shorter wavelength.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the center wavelength far from the pulsed laser

wavelength is selected such that the size of the chromatically blurred image of a point thermal

radiation source in the weld pool on the aperture plane at this center wavelength is about from 0.5

to about 3.5, but preferably about 2, times the size of the aperture when the pulsed laser is focused

on the workpiece.

11. The method of claim 8 or 10 wherein the index of refraction of the focusing lens or

lenses are adjusted such that the size of the chromatically blurred image of a point thermal radiation

source in the weld pool on the aperture plane at the center wavelength far from the pulsed laser

wavelength is about from 0.5 to about 3.5, but preferably about 2, times the size of the aperture

when the pulsed laser is focused on the workpiece.

12. The method of claim 8 wherein processing the digitized signals comprises the step of

calculating the natural logarithm of the ratio of the digitized signal at the wavelength close to the

laser wavelength to the digitized signal at the wavelength far from the laser wavelength once when

the weld pool size shrinks down to about the focused laser spot size and the temperature of a weld

pool is still stable.

13. The method of claim 8 or 12 wherein analyzing the processed signals for the real-time

control of focus position comprises the steps of;

comparing the value of the natural logarithm of the ratio of the digitized signal at the

wavelength close to the laser wavelength to the digitized signal at the wavelength far from the laser

wavelength as recited in claim 12 with a predetermined value obtained when the pulsed laser is

focused on a workpiece;

correlating the deviation from the predetermined value with an amount of the focus shift

from the best focus where the pulsed laser is focused on a workpiece; and

controlling the position of the focus lens or lenses to compensate the amount of focus shift

determined above.
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14. The method of claim 13 wherein correlating the amount of the focus shift comprises

the steps of:

calcluating a transmittance through an aperture as a function of position on the weld pool at

the wavelength close to the pulsed laser wavelength and at the wavelength far from the pulsed laser

wavelength when the pulsed laser is focused on a workpiece with the optical design specifications

of the focusing lens or lenses;

calculating a first function as a function of a radius r such that the value of the first function

is the integration of the transmittance through an aperture at the wavelength close to the pulsed

laser wavelength over a weld pool circle with a radius r;

calculating a second function as a function of a radius r such that the value of the second

function is the integration of the transmittance through an aperture at the wavelength far from the

pulsed laser wavelength over a weld pool circle with a radius r;

calculating the natural logarithm of the first function minus the natural logarithm of the

second function as a function of a radius r;

plotting the natural logarithm of the first function minus the natural logarithm of the second

function as a function of a radius r for a plurality of focus shifted positions to both directions from

the best focus;

finding the focus shift sensitivity which is the ratio of the variation in the natural logarithm

of the first function minus the natural logarithm of the second function during the focus shift to the

amount of focus shift introduced at a weld pool size equal to the focused laser spot size; and

determining the amount of the focus shift by dividing the deviation from the predetermined

value as recited in claim 13 with the focus shift sensitivity determined above.

15. A method for real-time monitoring a laser power variation on a workpiece in a

pulsed laser welding, the method comprising the steps of:

transmitting a plurality of laser pulses through an aperture which limits the size of pulsed

laser beam;

focusing the transmitted laser pulses with a lens or lenses with minimum spherical

aberration on a workpiece;

sensing a thermal radiation from a weld pool through the same focusing lens or lenses, and

the same aperture;

separating the thermal radiation and the laser pulses with a dichromatic mirror;

filtering the thermal radiation with a narrow band-pass optical filter;

detecting the narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation with a detector during the laser

pulses and between the laser pulses;

sampling the electrical signals from said detector digitally for each laser pulse;

processing said detector signal; and
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analyzing the processed signal for the real-time monitoring of a laser power variation on a

workpiece.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein filtering with a narrow band-pass filter includes one

narrow band-pass filter and the center wavelength of one narrow bans-pass filter is close to the

pulsed laser wavelength preferably within about one tenth up to about two tenths of the pulsed laser

wavelength.

17. The method of claim 15 wherein processing the sampled digitized signals comprises

the step of calculating the natural logarithm of digitized data at the wavelength close to the pulsed

laser wavelength for each sampling.

18. The method of claim 15 or 17 wherein analyzing the processed signals for the real-

time monitoring of a laser power variation on a work piece comprises the steps of:

selecting two sampled digitized data at the end of each laser pulse wherein the weld pool

size is still larger than the focused laser spot size with very short time interval of about 10 usec to

about 100 usec; and

correlating the natural logarithm of the first digitized data minus the natural logarithm of the

second digitized data with the laser power variation on a workpiece.

19. An apparatus for real-time weld process monitoring and control in a pulsed laser

welding, the apparatus comprising:

means for transmitting a plurality of laser pulses through an aperture which limits the size

of pulsed laser beam;

means for focusing the transmitted laser pulses with a lens or lenses with some chromatic

aberration but minimum spherical aberration on a workpiece;

means for sensing a thermal radiation from a weld pool through the same focusing lens or

lenses, and the same aperture;

means for separating the thermal radiation and the laser pulses with a dichromatic mirror;

means for splitting the thermal radiation with dichromatic beam splitters into a plurality of

spectral bands;

means for filtering each spectral band of the thermal radiation with a narrow band-pass

optical filter;

means for detecting each narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation with a single-element

detector during the laser pulses and between the laser pulses;

means for sampling the electrical signals from said detectors digitally for each laser pulse;

means for processing a plurality of digitized detector signals; and

means for analyzing the processed signals for real-time weld process monitoring and control.

20. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein a distal end of an optical fiber is used as an

aperture for an optical fiber deliverable pulsed laser.
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21. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein a dichromatic mirror reflecting the pulsed laser

and transmitting the thermal radiation, or a dichromatic mirror reflecting the thermal radiation and

transmitting the pulsed laser is used to separate the thermal radiation and the pulsed laser.

22. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein beam splitters reflecting one spectral band and

transmitting the other spectral band or bands is used to split the spectral bands.

23. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the bandwidth of the narrow band-pass optical

filters is preferably about one hundredth up to about one tenth of the pulsed laser wavelength.

24. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein means for filtering with a narrow band-pass filter

includes at least but preferably two narrow band-pass filters and the center wavelength of one

narrow bans-pass filter is close to the wavelength of pulsed laser preferably within about one tenth

up to about two tenths of the pulsed laser wavelength and the other center wavelength of narrow

band-pass filter is far from the pulsed laser wavelength preferably toward the shorter wavelength.

25. The apparatus of claim 24 wherein the center wavelength far from the wavelength of

pulsed laser is selected such that the size of the chromatically blurred image of a point thermal

radiation source in the weld pool on the aperture plane at this center wavelength is about from 0.5

to about 3.5, but preferably about 2, times the size of the aperture when the pulsed laser is focused

on the workpiece.

26. The apparatus of claim 19 or 25 wherein the index of refraction of the focusing lens

or lenses are adjusted such that the size of the chromatically blurred image of a point thermal

radiation source in the weld pool on the aperture plane at the center wavelength far from the

wavelength of pulsed laser is about from 0.5 to about 3.5, but preferably about 2, times the size of

the aperture when the pulsed laser is focused on the workpiece.

27. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein a plurality of single-element detectors are used in

detecting the narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation.

28. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein means for sampling the electrical signals from

said detectors comprises:

means for digitizing the electrical signals from said detectors with a resolution of between 8

bits and 16 bits, but preferably 12 to 16 bits;

means for adjusting a delay between the beginning of each laser pulse and the start of

sampling with a resolution of about 0.1 msec;

means for adjusting an interval between the consecutive samplings wherein the interval of

from about 1 usec to about 1 msec is preferred; and

means for adjusting the number of samplings for each laser pulse.

29. The apparatus of claim 28 wherein the calculation is processed either as soon as the

electrical signals from said detectors are digitized or after the end of the samplings for each pulse.

30. The apparatus of claim 19 further including:
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means for displaying a signal related to the amount of focus shift for each pulse in real-time;

means for producing an error signal when said signal related to the amount of focus shift

escapes from the range determined by a predetermined upper limit and a predetermined lower limit;

means for adjusting the position of the focusing lens or lenses using the error signal

provided above and a predetermined focus shift sensitivity to correct the focus shift error;

means for displaying a signal related to the power variation on a workpiece for each pulse in

real-time;

means for displaying a signal related to the weld pool size variation in time for each pulse in

real-time;

means for displaying a signal related to the weld pool size at a predetermined position in

time for each pulse in real-time;

means for adjusting the power of a laser if the signal related to the weld pool size at a

predetermined position in time deviates from the predetermined allowable range; and

means for displaying a signal related to the slope of weld pool size reduction determined by

two predetermined positions in time for each pulse in real-time.
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ABSTRACT

An improved method and apparatus for real-time weld process monitoring are provided

for a pulsed laser welding. The thermal radiation from a weld pool is measured at several spectral

bands through an aperture with single-element detectors after splitting the spectral bands with

dichromatic mirrors and beam splitters. The distal end of an optical fiber for laser delivery can be

used as an aperture and each spectral band signal is measured with a single-element detector. Due

to the chromatic aberration of an imaging optics, the field of view from a single-element detector

through the aperture is varied by the wavelength of spectral band. The weld pool size contributing

to the spectral band signal varies by the wavelength of spectral band. The transmittance profile of

each spectral band also depends on the focus shift of imaging optics. By processing the measured

spectral band signals, the size of a weld pool, the power variation on a workpiece and the focus

shift of imaging optics can be monitored simultaneously. Furthermore, the weld pool sizes at

predetermined positions in time are correlated to the weld depth and the weld defect such as a weld

gap for the weld quality assurance.
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2000.

Method and apparatus for monitoring

the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool

in laser welding

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates in general to weld process monitoring techniques, and

more particularly to improved methods and apparatus for real-time monitoring of thermal radiation

of a weld pool to monitor a size variation and a focus shift of the weld pool for weld process

control, utilizing the chromatic aberration of focusing lens or lenses.

2. Description of the Prior Art

The application of high power Nd:YAG lasers for precision welding in industry has been

growing quite fast these days in diverse areas such as the automobile, the electronics and the

aerospace industries. Nowadays, a Nd:YAG laser with as much as 6 kW of average power is

available in the market and the fiber delivery of it makes it useful for many remote applications. On

the other hand, these diverse applications also require the new developments for the precise control

and the reliable process monitoring. Due to the hostile environment in laser welding, a remote

monitoring is required and many acoustic and optical remote monitoring techniques have been

developed. However, acoustic monitoring is not suitable for the application in a factory due to the

acoustic interference from environmental noise. Therefore, optical monitoring is preferred in

industrial applications.

In a laser welding, a laser beam is focused on a workpiece by a focusing lens or lenses.

The focusing lens or lenses image an aperture liming the size of the laser beam on the workpiece

and the size of focused laser beam is the image size of the aperture on the workpiece at the

wavelength of the laser. A weld pool is generated by the interaction of the focused laser beam and

the workpiece. Due to the thermal conduction of the workpiece, the size of the weld pool is

generally not the same as the size of the focused laser beam and varies with the power of the laser

or with the focus shift of the focusing lens or lenses. The weld pool radiates a thermal radiation.

Many optical monitoring apparatuses and methods have been developed measuring the thermal

radiation from a weld pool.

As to the optical monitoring, two approaches have been followed: one monitors the
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image of a weld pool with a CCD or an infrared camera and the other monitors the thermal

radiation from a weld pool with one or more single-element detectors. The monitoring of image

requires the fast data processing and is quite complicated and expensive to be implemented.

Furthermore, the monitoring of image is not applicable to a laser welding with a laser delivery fiber

because the image of a weld pool can not be transmitted through a single-core laser delivery fiber.

On the other hand, the monitoring of thermal radiation is simple and cheap to be implemented, and

fast and robust for industrial applications. However, the information on a weld pool status in the

thermal radiation monitoring is limited compared to the image monitoring. Therefore, several

spectral bands of thermal radiation from ultraviolet to infrared have been monitored with a plurality

of detectors to widen the information on a weld pool status. Examples of such method or apparatus

for weld monitoring can be found in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,446,354, 5,155,329, 5,272,312, 5,360,960,

5,506,386,5,651,903,5,674,415,5,681,490 and 5,728,992.

However, these methods or apparatuses could provide some information on the

change in the status of a weld pool, but could not provide the information on the focus shift of a

focusing lens or lenses to maintain a uniform laser welding. On the other hand, chromatic

aberration of a lens or lenses has been used in the focus control of a lens or lenses as shown in U.S.

Pat. No. 4,992,859 and has also been used in the distance measurement or in the distance control as

shown in U.S. Pat. No. 5,785,651 or in U.S. Pat. No. 5,218,193. In the monitoring of a laser

welding, U.S. Pat. No. 5,850,068 could provide the information on the focus shift of a focusing lens

or lenses using the chromatic aberration of the focusing lens or lenses by subtracting one spectral

band signal from the other spectral band signal. However, U.S. Pat. No. 5,850,068 could not

provide the information on the size variation of a weld pool. Furthermore, the information on the

focus shift of a focusing lens or lenses provided by U.S. Pat. No. 5,850,068 would be incorrect if

the power of a laser is varied because the subtraction of one spectral band signal from the other

spectral band signal is doubled if the thermal radiation intensity is doubled by the increase of laser

power even if the focus position of a focusing lens or lenses is not shifted. The information on the

focus shift of a focusing lens or lenses provided by U.S. Pat. No. 5,850,068 would also be incorrect

if the size of a weld pool is varied during a laser welding because the focus position of the highest

intensity of each spectral band signal shifts as the size of a weld pool varies and the error signal

changes even if the focus position of a focusing lens or lenses is not shifted.

The variation of a laser power can be easily monitored at the laser unit itself, but it is not

easy to monitor the variation of a laser power at a workpiece due to the absorption by mirrors or

lenses in the path of laser delivery. Therefore, a focus shift monitoring independent of the size

variation of a weld pool is required for industrial laser welding applications.

As to the image monitoring of a weld pool using a CCD or an infrared camera, the size

of a weld pool provides important information on the status of a weld pool. It can provide the
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information on the change of a laser power at a workpiece and also the information on the weld

depth. If a variation of weld pool size is measured, the variation of weld pool size can be

compensated by adjusting the laser power. However, the size of a weld pool measured with a CCD

or an infrared camera depends on the focus shift of a workpiece. If the focus position of a

workpiece is shifted during a laser welding, the size of a weld pool measured with a CCD or an

infrared camera varies and the information on the status of a weld pool becomes incorrect.

Therefore, a size monitoring of a weld pool independent of the focus shift of a workpiece is

required for industrial laser welding applications.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,875,026, Korean Pat. No. 0193,276 and Japanese Pat. 2,895,021

disclosed a method and an apparatus measuring the size variation and the focus shift of an extended

radiation source using the chromatic filtering wherein the chromatic aberration of imaging optics is

used to provide the information on the size variation and the focus shift of an extended radiation

source by measuring spectral band signals of thermal radiation through the imaging optics and

through an aperture. The variations of the transmittances of the spectral band signals through the

imaging optics and through the aperture are used in providing the information on the size variation

and the focus shift of an extended radiation source.

U.S. Pat. Appl. No. 09/190,234 used the chromatic filtering disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.

5,875,026, Korean Pat. No. 0193276 and Japanese Pat. 2895021 to provide the size variation and

the focus shift of a weld pool in a pulsed laser welding wherein the size of a weld pool could be

reduced between the laser pulses due to the thermal conduction cooling through a workpiece. In

U.S. Pat. Appl. No. 09/190,234, an algorithm was disclosed wherein a function obtained from the

transmittances of the spectral bands for the size measurement of a weld pool provided a reference

size which is usually the same as the size of a focused laser beam so that the size of a weld pool

could be measured from the reference size by comparing a value obtained from the processed

spectral band signals with another value of the function obtained from the transmittances of the

spectral bands for the size measurement and another algorithm was disclosed wherein another

function obtained from the transmittances of the spectral bands for the focus shift measurement of a

weld pool provided the information on the focus shift of a weld pool by comparing a value obtained

from the processed spectral band signals with another value obtained from another function

obtained from the transmittances of the spectral bands for the focus shift measurement. In U.S. Pat.

Appl. No. 09/190,234, the wavelengths of spectral bands and the timings to measure the spectral

band signals were optimized to measure the size variation of a weld pool independently from the

focus shift of a weld pool and to measure the focus shift of a weld pool independently from the size

variation of a weld pool. These features were possible because in a pulsed laser welding the size of

a weld pool is reduced between the laser pulses due to the thermal conduction cooling through the

workpiece. However, in a continuous laser welding, the size of a weld pool is generally larger than
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the size of a focused laser beam and does not vary except at the beginning of a laser welding.

Therefore, the algorithms and the optimization in the selection of the wavelengths of spectral bands

in U.S. Pat. Appl. No. 09/190,234 could not be applied in a continuous laser welding.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Hence, it is the fundamental object of the present invention to provide a method and an

apparatus whereby an independent monitoring of the size variation and/or the focus shift of a weld

pool in a continuous laser welding can be obtained in a manner which is simple and suitable for

industrial applications.- It is another object of the present invention to provide a method and an

apparatus wherein a uniform laser welding is obtained by compensating the size variation with a

laser power control and by controlling the position of a weld pool in focus position.

These objects are satisfied by utilizing the chromatic filtering of the thermal radiation of

a weld pool. A method and an apparatus for monitoring the size variation and the focus shift of a

weld pool are provided for a continuous laser welding wherein the size variation of a weld pool is

monitored independently from the focus shift of a weld pool and the focus shift of a weld pool is

monitored independently from the size variation of a weld pool. In a laser welding, a weld pool is

generated on a workpiece by transmitting a laser beam through an aperture which limits a size of a

laser beam and focusing transmitted laser beam with at least one lens with some chromatic

aberration but minimum spherical aberration on a workpiece. The thermal radiation from a weld

pool is measured at at least three spectral bands through at least one focusing lens and through the

aperture which limits a size of a laser beam or through any other aperture which limits a size of a

weld pool wherein the thermal radiation is measured with single-element detectors after the thermal

radiation is separated from the reflected laser beam with a dichromatic mirror, after splitting the

spectral bands of the thermal radiation with dichromatic minors and beam splitters and after

filtering each spectral band with a narrow band-pass optical filter. A distal end of an optical fiber

can be used as an aperture for a laser deliverable through an optical fiber.

In a laser welding, a laser beam is focused on a workpiece by a focusing lens or lenses.

The focusing lens or lenses image an aperture limiting the size of the laser beam on the workpiece

and the size of focused laser beam is the image size of the aperture on the workpiece at the

wavelength of the laser. A weld pool is generated by the interaction of the focused laser beam and

the workpiece. Due to the thermal conduction of the workpiece, the size of the weld pool is

generally not the same as the size of the focused laser beam and varies with the power of the laser

or with the focus shift of the focusing lens or lenses. The weld pool radiates a thermal radiation

according to the blackbody radiation law and the spectral dependence of the thermal radiation can

be estimated. Due to the chromatic aberration of the focusing lens or lenses, the transmittance of

each spectral band of the thermal radiation varies with the size variation and with the focus position
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of a weld pool and the spectral band signals measured with single-element detectors vary if the size

and/or the focus position of a weld pool varies. The transmittance of a thermal radiation on a weld

pool through focusing lens or lenses and through an aperture can be calculated as a function of

position on the weld pool at each spectral band on a basis of optical design parameters of the

focusing lens or lenses and the aperture for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool.

Furthermore, the spectral band signals follow the blackbody radiation law so that the dependence of

the spectral band signals on the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool can be estimated

using the transmittance functions of the spectral bands.

For a size variation monitoring, the wavelength weighted spectral band signals, one in

the shorter wavelength than the laser wavelength, another in the longer wavelength and the other

near the laser wavelength, are used wherein the focus shift dependence of the size variation

monitoring obtained from the two spectral band signals, one near the laser wavelength and the other

in the shorter wavelength, is compensated by the focus shift dependence of the size variation

monitoring obtained from the two spectral band signals, one near the laser wavelength and the other

in the longer wavelength, but the sensitivity of the size variation monitoring is enhanced by

optimizing the wavelengths of the spectral bands so that the size variation monitoring becomes

independent from the focus shift of a weld pool. On the other hand, for a focus shift monitoring, the

ratio of two spectral band signals, one in the shorter wavelength than the laser wavelength and the

other in the longer wavelength than the laser wavelength, is used wherein the transmittance

functions of the two spectral bands are as same as possible so that the focus shift monitoring

becomes independent from the size variation of a weld pool. The algorithms developed in the

present invention for monitoring the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool in a

continuous laser welding can also be applied to a pulsed laser welding if the spectral band signals

are measured during a laser pulse.

In conclusion, the monitoring of the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool is

achieved with a plurality of single-element detectors by utilizing the chromatic filtering of the

thermal radiation from a weld pool. The use of a plurality of single-element detectors rather than a

CCD or an infrared camera makes it very fast to process the data and cheap to be implemented for

industrial applications. The monitoring of weld pool size variation can also be used to monitor the

weld depth in a laser welding. Furthermore, the monitoring of the size variation of a weld pool is

independent from the focus shift of a weld pool and the monitoring of the focus shift of a weld pool

is independent from the size variation of a weld pool. In other words, the simultaneous monitoring

of the size variation and the focus shift is achieved.

These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become

better understood with preference to the following description and appended claims.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention together with the above and other objects and advantages may best

be understood from the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments of the

invention illustrated in the drawings, wherein:

Fig.l illustrates the principle of chromatic filtering;

Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of a system for chromatic filtering of thermal

radiation from a weld pool in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 3 shows a optical system of two focusing lenses, an aperture and a weld pool used in

the explanation of the present invention;

Fig.4 shows the transmittance function of thermal radiation as a function of weld pool

radius at a plurality of wavelengths;

Fig.5 shows H(r) function for the optical system shown in Fig.3 wherein W, is equal to

950 nm and W2 is equal to 650 nm;

Fig.6 shows S(W!, W2, r0) function in focus for the optical system shown in Fig.3

wherein W, is equal to 950 nm and W2 is equal to 650 nm;

Fig.7 shows H(r) function for the optical system shown in Fig.3 wherein W, is equal to

950 nm and W2 is equal to 1500 nm;

Fig.8 shows S(W,, W2, r0) function in focus for the optical system shown in Fig.3

wherein W, is equal to 950 nm and W2 is equal to 1500 nm.

Fig.9 shows the dependence of S(950,650, r0) function on the focus shift of a weld pool;

Fig. 10 shows the dependence of S(950, 1500, r0) function on the focus shift of a weld

pool;

Fig. 11 shows the focus shift dependence of a size variation function wherein W, is equal

to 950 nm, W2 is equal to 650 nm, W3 is equal to 1500 nm and the focus shift compensating

constant C is equal to 0.53; and

Fig.12 shows the focus shift dependence of a focus shift function wherein V! is equal to

1500 nm and V2 is equal to 650 nm.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described in greater detail for a laser

welding with 1.06 urn Nd:YAG laser with reference to more specific drawings and data, which are

for a better-understanding of the invention and not for limiting purposes.

Fig.l illustrates the principle of chromatic filtering wherein a thermal radiation from a

weld pool 1 is measured through a focusing lens 3 or lenses and through an aperture 5 with

detecting unit 7 comprising single element detectors at a plurality of spectral bands. The spectral

band signals vary with the focus shift of the weld pool 1 and/or with the size variation of the weld
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pool 1. The variations of the spectral band signals can be calculated because the chromatic

aberration of the focusing lens or lenses is known and the weld pool generates the thermal radiation

according to the blackbody radiation law. Therefore, the processed spectral band signals can be

used in the monitoring of the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool 1 by comparing the

processed spectral band signals with the calculated values obtained from the transmittance

functions of the spectral bands.

Fig.2 illustrates a schematic representation of a system for chromatic filtering of thermal

radiation from a weld pool in accordance with the present invention. A weld pool 11 is generated

by focusing a laser beam delivered from a laser 27, directly to a dichromatic mirror 21 or through a

fiber 25 and a collimating lens 23, with focusing lenses 13 and 15 after being transmitted through a

fiber 17 wherein the clear aperture of core glass at the distal end of the fiber 17 acts as an aperture.

The thermal radiation from a weld pool 11 is imaged on said aperture by the focusing lenses 13 and

15 and delivered through the fiber 17. Then, the thermal radiation is collimated by a lens 19 and is

reflected by a dichromatic mirror 21 which transmits the laser beam but reflects the thermal

radiation for chromatic filtering. The dichromatic mirror 21 shown in Fig.2 is reflecting the thermal

radiation to be measured, but transmitting the 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser. However, a dichromatic

mirror which reflects the 1.06 um Nd:YAG laser, but transmits the thermal radiation to be

measured can also be used as a dichromatic mirror to separate the laser and the thermal radiation.

The reflected thermal radiation is divided into three spectral bands with a dichromatic

beam splitter 29 which reflects one spectral band but transmits the other two spectral bands. The

reflected spectral band is filtered with a band-pass filter 33 with the bandwidth of about one

hundredth to about one tenth of the laser wavelength, and focused by a lens 39 on a single-element

photodiode detector 45. The transmitted two spectral bands are divided with a dichromatic beam

splitter 31 which reflects one spectral band of the transmitted two spectral bands but transmits the

other spectral band of the transmitted two spectral bands. The spectral band transmitted by the

dichromatic beam splitter 31 is also filtered with a band-pass filter 37 with the bandwidth of about

one hundredth to about one tenth of the laser wavelength, and focused by a lens 43 on a single-

element photodiode detector 49. The spectral band reflected by the dichromatic beam splitter 31 is

also filtered with a band-pass filter 35 with the bandwidth of about one hundredth to about one

tenth of the laser wavelength, and focused by a lens 41 on a single-element photodiode detector 47.

If the bandwidths of the band-pass filers 33, 35 and 37 become too narrow, the detector signals

become too small to be detected with single-element photodiode detectors. However, if the

bandwidths of the band-pass filers 33,35 and 37 become too wide, the chromatic filtering becomes

blurred and the chromatic filtering loses the accuracy. The detector outputs from the three detectors

45,47 and 49 are connected to a processing computer 53 through an interface 51. The process

computer 53 controls the position of a translator 57 through a driver 55 and also controls the output
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power of the laser 27 through a power controller 61. The interface 51 samples the detector signals

of all three spectral bands digitally. The digitization resolution should be higher than 8 bits to

maintain the accuracy of the digitized data in processing. However, if it is higher than 16 bits, the

data processing speed will become slow. The 12 to 16 bits of digitization resolution is good enough

to maintain the accuracy and keep the fast data processing speed. The sampling rate should also be

high enough to monitor the size variation for weld process control and control the focus shift for

precision welding. It is required that the sampling interval should be less than 100 msec for the

weld process control. The time interval of between 5 msec to 50 msec is preferred. Finally, the

interface 51 should be able to adjust the sampling interval. The processing computer 53 should

store the digitized spectral band signals, process the digitized spectral band signals and analyze the

processed signals between the sampling interval for monitoring the size variation and the focus

shift of a weld pool 11 in a laser welding. Furthermore, the processing computer 53 displays a size

error signal related to the size variation of a weld pool in real-time for the monitoring of power

variation on a workpiece, produces a size error alarm when a size error signal related to the amount

of size variation escapes from the predetermined allowable range to adjust the power of a laser

using the size error signal for uniform laser welding, displays a focus error signal related to the

amount of focus shift in real-time for the monitoring of the focus shift, and produces a focus error

alarm when the focus error signal related to the amount of focus shift escapes from the

predetermined allowable range to adjust the position of the focusing lens or lenses for the

correction of the focus shift error using the focus error signal.

Before going further into the detail, we have to be more specific on what is meant by the

simultaneous monitoring of the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool. Any kind of focus

shift monitoring is affected by the size variation of a weld pool if the size variation is large enough

and vice versa. Therefore, the size variation of a weld pool should be monitored together with the

focus shift of a weld pool for industrial laser welding applications. The size of a weld pool is varied

mostly by the variation of laser power on a workpiece. On the other hand, we can determine an

allowable depth variation in a laser welding from the welding specifications. For example, it can be

one tenth or two tenths of the required weld depth. This allowable depth variation can define the

allowable size variation which induces the same amount of depth variation and the allowable focus

shift in the same way. Furthermore, we can determine the minimum detectable size variation

wherein no focus shift is introduced and the minimum detectable focus shift in the same way. For

the industrial laser welding applications, an allowable focus control range is defined as the focus

control range so that the position of a weld pool is maintained within the allowable focus shift. The

allowable focus control range is preferred to be the same as the allowable focus shift, but can be

less than the allowable focus shift because once the focus of a weld pool is positioned in focus at

the beginning of a laser welding the focus control by the present invention keeps the focus of a
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weld pool within the allowable focus shift by controlling the focus position within the allowable

focus control range for the dependable and reliable focus control. The allowable focus control

range is only need to be large enough to locate a position of a weld pool within the allowable focus

control range at the beginning of a laser welding. However, the focus shift at the maximum of the

allowable focus control range can affect the size variation monitoring and induce some error in the

size variation monitoring. The sum of this induced size error and the minimum detectable size

variation should be smaller than the allowable size variation for a reliable size variation monitoring.

In the same way, the sum of the focus error induced at the allowable size variation and the

minimum detectable focus shift should be smaller than the allowable focus control range, then the

focus shift less than the allowable focus control range can be monitored even if the weld pool size

varies within the allowable size variation without any compensation for the size variation. This

criterion is simple, but it can not be obtained easily in reality. The focus shift monitoring should be

optimized to minimize the induced error from the size variation and vice versa. Then, the size

variation of a weld pool can be monitored independently from the focus shift and vice versa. This is

what is meant by the simultaneous monitoring of the size variation and the focus shift of a weld

pool in a laser welding.

In a laser welding, a weld pool is generated on a workpiece by a focused laser beam

delivered through a focusing lens or lenses and through an aperture which limits a size of the laser

beam. Then, the detector signal of each spectral band measured with a single-element detector is

the integration of the multiplication of the emission intensity from each point source of a weld pool

at the wavelength of said spectral band and the transmittance of said wavelength at the position of

said point source over the field of view of said single-element detector at said wavelength.

Therefore, if the detector signals of different spectral bands are separated by dichromatic beam

splitters and band-pass filters, the variations in the field of view between the different spectral

bands can provide some information on the size variation of a weld pool. Furthermore, the

transmittance at the wavelength of each spectral band also depends on the focus shift of said

workpiece and the variation in said transmittance by the focus shift can be used for the monitoring

of the focus shift of a workpiece.

To be more quantitative, a weld pool can be approximated as a uniform thermal radiation

source at temperature T °K. It is well known in the art that the Planck's blackbody radiation

equation can be approximated by the Wien's law if the multiplication of the wavelength of a

spectral band in microns and the temperature of a radiation source in "K, XT, is much smaller than

14380 um°K. In laser welding, the temperature of a weld pool is near 2000 °K and the Wien's law

can be applicable from the visible range to the near infrared range up to 1500 nm. A Silicon

photodiode has a high sensitivity in the visible range and up to 1000 nm and an InGaAs photodiode

has a high sensitivity from 1000 nm and up to 1700 nm. Therefore, a Silicone photodiode is
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preferred in the visible range and in the near infrared up to 1000 nm and an InGaAs photodiode is

preferred in the near infrared range from 1000 nm to 1700 nm.

If a thermal radiation is measured at one wavelength W] quite near to the laser

wavelength to have the same chromatic aberration as the laser wavelength but quite far from the

laser wavelength to be separated from the laser by a dichromatic mirror and an optical band-pass

filter during a laser welding and at the other wavelength W2 quite far from W, to introduce a large

chromatic aberration on a focusing lens or lenses with some chromatic aberration but minimum

spherical aberration because the blurring due to the spherical aberration degrades the accuracy of

the chromatic filtering, the signal of a spectral band measured at a detector can be described as

shown below. The wavelength Wt is preferably within about one tenth and up to about two tenths

of the laser wavelength. A focusing lens or lenses made of high index of refraction glass are

preferred to introduce large chromatic aberration and to minimize the spherical aberration.

The signal of a spectral band at wavelength W, becomes

fo

fhrdr
Jo

-14380
= C1Exp( )F(W,,r0) (1)

WiT

where Q is a constant, T is the temperature of a weld pool in °K, Wj is the wavelength in

microns and tt is the transmittance function at wavelength \v\ and r0 is the radius of a weld pool.

Likewise, the signal of a spectral band at wavelength W2 becomes

-14380
= C 2Exp(——— )F(W2,r0) (2)

W2T

where Q is a constant, T is the temperature of weld pool in °K, W2 is the wavelength in

microns, t2 is the transmittance function at wavelength W2 and r0 is the radius of a weld pool.

If the spectral band signals X,Y and X',Y' are measured with some time interval, the

ratios of the spectral band signals expressed in natural logarithm are
14380 1 1

( — - - ) + lnCFCW,, r0)) - ln^O^, O ) (3)
1 1

(
Wi 1 1

~ - ^ ) + ln(F(W2, r0)) -ln(F(W2, toj) (4)
1 1

where T' and r0' are the temperature and the weld pool size after the time interval, respectively.

If the temperature dependent parts are canceled out,
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= [W2ln(Y) - W1ln(X)+C3]-[W2ln(Y1) - W,ln(X> CJ

= W2 [ln(F(W2) r0)) -ln(F(W2, r0))] - W^l^FfW,, r0)) - in^O^, r,,1))]

=[ W2ln(F(W2, r0))- W M F W , r0))] - [W2ln(F(W2, 0 ) - W M W , r0'))]

=S(W1,W2,r0)-S(W1,W2,r0') (5)

where C3 is a constant determined by the gain of the detectors and the constants C] and Q^.

The measurable quantity of [W2ln(Y)-Wiln(X)+ C3] can not be compared directly to the

calculated value of S(W1; W2, r0), which is a function of the radius of a weld pool and can be

calculated on a basis of optical design parameters of the focusing lens or lenses and the aperture, to

determine the size of a weld pool due to the unknown constant C,. However, the difference in any

two measurable values of [W2ln(Y)-W,ln(X)+C3] can be directly compared to the difference in the

calculated values of S(W1; W2, r0) at the corresponding two weld pool sizes. It means that we have

to know the value of [W2ln(Y)-W1ln(X)+C3] at at least one weld pool size for reference. Then, we

can determine the weld pool size to be measured by comparing the difference in the measured value

and the known value at the reference of [W2ln(Y)-W]ln(X)+C3] to the difference in the calculated

values of S(W1; W2, r0) to locate the weld pool size to be measured.

If the function S(W,, W2, r0) has a maximum or a minimum at a radius Ro, it means that

the measured value of [W2ln(Y)-W,ln(X)+C,] would be maximum or minimum at a weld pool with

the same radius RQ. If a radius of a weld pool varies in a laser welding and passes the radius of Ro

such as in the cooling process between the laser pulses in a pulsed laser welding or at the beginning

of a laser welding in a continuous laser welding, the measured signal of [W2ln(Y)-Wiln(X)+C3] at

the weld pool radius of RQ can be used as a reference in the size monitoring of a weld pool.

To be more quantitative, if S(V/lt W2, r0) is differentiated with r0,

d(S(Wl5 W2, ro))/dro = 2jt r0 [{t2(r0)x W2}/F(W2, r0)- {tl(r0)X WJ/FO^, r0)]. (6)

It can be zero and S(WI; W2, r0) can have a maximum or a minimum at a weld pool radius RQ if

H(Ro) = [t.C

= W2/Wt. (7)

Fig.3 shows an optical system used in the following analysis of the chromatic filtering.

Two lenses made of high index refraction SF11 glass with F/3.8 and 100 mm focal length, 1 mm

aperture size and 1 mm weld pool size is assumed. The plano-convex type of the lenses reduces the

spherical aberration near the minimum value. Fig.4 shows the transmittance function t as a function
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of a weld pool radius at several wavelengths. The transmittance function t has 100 % transmission

near the center of a weld pool and reduces to zero as the radius becomes larger. The wavelength Wj

is quite near the laser wavelength and t, becomes zero at a radius near the radius of focused laser

spot. On the other hand, the wavelength W2 is quite far from the laser wavelength and t2 becomes

zero at a radius much larger than the radius of focused laser spot. The H(r) at r=0 is equal to 1

because the transmittances at both wavelengths is 100 % at r=0 and H(r) becomes zero at a radius

near the radius of focused laser spot. Therefore, if W2 < W,, then there is a RQ near the radius of

focused laser spot which can satisfies H(Ro) = WJWV Fig.5 shows H(r) for the optical system

shown in Fig.3 wherein Wl is equal to 950 nm and W2 is equal to 650 nm. It shows the minimum

occurs near the radius of focused laser spot when H(r) = 650/950 = 0.684. Fig.6 shows S(W,, W2,

r0) in focus for the optical system shown in Fig.3 wherein Wt is equal to 950 nm and W2 is equal to

650 nm. The S(950, 650, r0) has a minimum at the radius r0 satisfying H(r0) = 0.684. Fig.7 shows

H(r) for the optical system shown in Fig.3 wherein W] is equal to 950 nm and W2 is equal to 1500

nm. It shows that there is no minimum nor maximum because H(r) is always less than 1.58

( 1500/950 =1.58 ). Fig.8 shows S ^ , W2, r0) in focus for the optical system shown in Fig.3

wherein W: is equal to 950 nm and W2 is equal to 1500 nm. The S(950, 1500, r0) increases as the

radius of a weld pool increases.

In a pulsed laser welding, the minimum value of [WjlnQO-WJnCJQ+Q] signal can be

measured by measuring it repetitively until the weld pool size is reduced down to the size

minimizing S(950, 650, r0). Usually, this occurs in the cooling process between the laser pulses.

Then, this minimum value is used in the size monitoring of all other measurements in that one pulse.

In a continuous laser welding, a weld pool size is growing at the beginning and becomes larger than

the size minimizing S(950, 650, r0). Therefore, if [W2ln(Y)-Wlln(X)+C3] signal is measured

repetitively, the minimum value of [WjlnQO-WJnPO+Q] signal can be obtained at the beginning

and can be used for the size monitoring of all other measurements.

Up to now, the effect of focus shift of a weld pool on the size monitoring is not considered.

Fig.9 and Fig.10 show the dependence of S(950,650, r0) and S(950,1500, r0) on the focus shift of a

weld pool. The curves in Fig.9 have same shape but shifted by the focus shift. Therefore, in a

pulsed laser welding, the same technique can be used in the size monitoring of a weld pool because

there is no focus shift introduced between the minimum measurement and the other measurements

related to one single pulse even if there will be some focus shift introduced between one pulse and

the other pulse measured with time interval. The reference can be measured for each laser pulse in a

pulsed laser welding. Therefore, the focus shift does not introduce much error on the size

monitoring automatically in a pulsed laser welding.

However, in a continuous laser welding, the reference is measured only once at the

beginning and the other measurement with some time interval will be affected by the focus shift
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introduced between the two measurements. Therefore, an algorithm which can compensate the

error introduced by a focus shift is needed. The focus shift dependence in Fig.9 and the focus shift

dependence in Fig.10 show a different sign. One shows a positive dependence and the other shows

a negative dependence. However, the sensitivities for the size variation monitoring of Fig.9 and

Fig.10 have the same sign for a weld pool size near and larger than the focused laser spot size

which is the weld pool size of interest used in a conventional laser welding. Therefore, the sum of

the S(950, 650, r0) and the S(950, 1500, r0) multiplied by a focus shift compensating constant

wherein the focus shift compensating constant is determined to compensate the focus shift

dependence can be used for monitoring of the size variation of a weld pool. Fig. 11 shows a size

variation function which is the sum of the S(950, 650, r0) and the S(950,1500, r0) multiplied by the

focus shift compensating constant of 0.53. It shows that the sum of the S(950, 650, r0) and the

S(950, 1500, r0) multiplied by the focus shift compensating constant of 0.53 can be used in the

monitoring of the size variation of a weld pool by comparing it with the measured values of a size

variation signal which is [W2ln(Y)-W,ln(X)] +0.53 x [W3ln(Z)-W,ln(X)] wherein W^ W2, and W3

are 950 nm, 650 nm and 1500 nm respectively and X,Y,Z are the spectral band signal at 950 nm,

650 nm and 1500 nm respectively. Fig.ll shows that the size variation of a weld pool can be

measured with minimum error induced from a focus shift for a range of weld pool size from the

focused laser spot size up to about the 1.5 times of the focused laser spot size which covers the

weld pool size of interest in industrial laser welding. It means that the size variation can be

monitored independently from the focus shift. The minimum of the size variation function near the

focused laser spot size can be used as a reference in the size variation monitoring. Furthermore, the

slope of the size variation function at a weld pool size to be maintained can be used to determine

the amount of size variation to be compensated with the power control of the laser by using a size

error signal wherein the size error signal is obtained by dividing a deviation of a size variation

signal from a target value determined by the size of a weld pool to be maintained in a laser welding

with the slope of the size variation function at the radius of a weld pool to be maintained.

As to the monitoring of the focus shift of a weld pool, the dependence of spectral band

signals on the focus shift of a weld pool can be used. However, the ratio of two spectral band

signals is preferred to the difference of two spectral band signals because the ratio does not depend

on the intensity variation of the spectral band signals due to the power variation of a laser.

Furthermore, if the change in the ratio of two spectral band signals is monitored by division not by

subtraction, then the result does not depend on the variations in the gains of single-element

detectors. These advantages can be obtained by comparing the natural logarithm of the ratio of two

spectral band signals by subtraction.

From Eqs. (1) and (2), a focus shift signal which is the natural logarithm of the ratio of

two spectral band signals, X' over Y', can be expressed as
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14380 1 1
ln(X7Y') = In(Q /Q)+ — — ( — - — ) + [ln(F(V,, r0)) -ln(F(V2, r0))] (8)

T V2 Vi

where V, and V2 are the wavelengths of the spectral band signals X' and Y'.

It is known that the temperature fluctuation induced by a laser power variation is small in a laser

welding, but a laser power variation induces a size variation of a weld pool in a laser welding.

Therefore, the weld pool size dependence of a focus shift function of ln(F(Vj, r0)) -ln(F(V2, r0)) in

the third term in Eq. (8) has to be minimized. Then, the focus shift dependence of the third term in

Eq. (8) can be used for the monitoring of the focus shift of a weld pool independently from the size

variation of a weld pool. It means that the differentiation of [ln(F(V!, r0)) -ln(F(V2, r0))] with r0

should be zero at the weld pool radius of interest.

d(ln(F(V,, r0)) -ln(F(V2, ro)))/dra = 2* r0 [t^aVFCV,, r0)-t2(r0)/F(V2, r0)] (9)

The d(ln(F(Vl5 r0)) -ln(F(V2, ro)))/dro in Eq. (9) can be zero if the shape of ti(r0) is as same as the

shape of t2(r0). In other words, we have to choose the two wavelengths of the spectral bands so that

the transmittances of the spectral bands at two wavelengths should be as same as possible. This

condition can be satisfied by selecting one wavelength in the shorter wavelength and the other

wavelength in the longer wavelength than the laser wavelength. Furthermore, the wavelengths

should be far enough from the laser wavelength to introduce large chromatic aberration. For an

optical system shown in Fig.3, the transmittances at 650 nm and 1500 nm are nearly the same as

shown in Fig.4. Fig. 12 shows the focus shift dependence of ln(F(V!, r0)) -ln(F(V2, r0)) for a plurality

of focus shifts wherein Wj is 1500 nm and W2 is 650 nm. It shows that the monitoring of the focus

shift of a weld pool is not affected by the size variation induced by laser power variation for a weld

pool size range from the focused laser spot size of 1 mm up to the 1.5 times the focused laser spot

size which covers the size variation of interest occurred in industrial applications. The sensitivity of

a focus shift signal is obtained by dividing the difference between the value of the focus shift

function at a focus shifted position and the value of the focus shift function in focus position with

the amount of the focus shift introduced at the weld pool radius of interest. As shown in Fig. 12, the

sensitivity of a focus shift signal which is the same as the focus shift sensitivity of the focus shift

function of ln(F(Vt, r0)) -ln(F(V2, r0)) for the optical system shown in Fig.3 is higher than 0.2 per

mm focus shift for a weld pool size range of from the focused laser spot size of 1 mm up to the 1.5

times the focused laser spot size. This sensitivity of a focus shift signal is used in determining a

focus error signal for the focus control of a weld pool wherein the focus error signal is obtained by

dividing a deviation in a focus shift signal from the focus shift signal value measured when a weld
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pool is in focus position with this sensitivity of a focus shift signal at the radius of a weld pool.

For a laser welding with two focusing lenses and an aperture of 1.0 mm as shown in

Fig.3, a weld pool size of 1.3 mm with a high power Nd:YAG laser of 1.0 mm focused spot size is

considered. As shown in Fig.ll, the minimum detectable size variation with the size variation

function in focus which has a size variation sensitivity of about 1 um per 1 mm size variation is less

than 0.04 mm for a noise level of or less than ± 0.02 ( um) in a size variation signal which can be

easily obtained for detector circuits with the digitization with 12 bits accuracy and with the signal

to noise ratio of higher than a couple of hundreds. For the monitoring of focus shift of a weld pool,

the minimum detectable focus shift with the focus shift function in focus which has a focus shift

sensitivity higher than 0.2 per mm focus shift is less than 0.2 mm for a noise level of or less than ±

0.02 in a focus shift signal which can be easily obtained for detector circuits with the digitization

with 12 bits accuracy and with the signal to noise ratio of higher than a couple of hundreds. The

temperature dependence of a focus shift signal in Eq. (8) shows that the induced error in a focus

shift signal for a temperature variation of 50 °K at a weld pool temperature of 2000 °K is about

0.15 and introduces a focus shift error of about 0.75 mm. It is known that the temperature variation

of a weld pool for a size variation up to ± 0.1 mm is generally less than 50 °K in a laser welding. In

a laser welding with 1.3 mm weld pool size, a weld pool size variation of ± 0.1 mm can be allowed

and the accompanying depth variation is small enough to maintain a uniform weld depth. Therefore,

the effective minimum detectable focus shift including the induced error from a temperature

variation is less than ± 0.5 mm for an allowable weld pool size variation of ± 0.1 mm.

For a laser welding with two focusing lenses and an aperture of 1.0 mm as shown in

Fig.3, the allowable focus shift is larger than ± 1.0 mm because the focal length is 100 mm and the

focus shift is only 1 % of the focal length. Therefore, an allowable focus control range of ± 1.0 mm

is considered. As shown in Fig.ll, the maximum induced error of the size monitoring is about or

less than ± 0.05 mm at the maximum focus shift of the allowable focus control range of ± 1.0 mm.

Therefore, the sum of the minimum detectable size variation and the maximum induced error of the

size monitoring at the maximum focus shift of the allowable focus control range of ± 1.0 mm is less

than ± 0.1 mm and the monitoring of size variation of a weld pool within ± 0.1 mm is obtained

independently from the focus shift of a weld pool within the allowable focus control range of ± 1.0

mm. On the other hand, the maximum induced error on the monitoring of focus shift within a weld

pool size variation of + 0.1 mm is about or less than 0.5 mm. Therefore, the sum of the effective

minimum detectable focus shift of * 0.5 mm and the maximum induced error on the monitoring of

focus shift within a weld pool size variation of ± 0.1 mm is about or less than ±1.0 mm and the

monitoring of focus shift of a weld pool within ± 1.0 mm is obtained independently from the size

variation of a weld pool of 1.3 ± 0.1 mm. In conclusion, the simultaneous monitoring of size

variation and focus shift is obtained wherein the size variation of a weld pool can be monitored
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independently from the focus shift and vice versa.

Although the present invention has been described in considerable detail with reference

to certain preferred versions thereof, many modifications and changes will occur to those skilled in

the art. It is, therefore, understood that the appended claims are intended to cover all such

modifications and changes which fall within the spirit and scope of the invention.
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What is claimed is:

1. A method for monitoring the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool

simultaneously or either the size variation or the focus shift of a weld pool in a laser welding, the

method comprising the steps of:

transmitting a laser beam through an aperture which limits a size of a laser beam;

focusing transmitted laser beam with at least one lens with some chromatic aberration

but minimum spherical aberration on a workpiece;

measuring a thermal radiation from a weld pool through the at least one lens, and

through the aperture or any other aperture limiting a size of a weld pool wherein the thermal

radiation is measured;

separating the thermal radiation and the laser beam reflected from the workpiece with a

dichromatic mirror;

splitting the thermal radiation with dichromatic beam splitters into at least three spectral

bands;

filtering each spectral band of the thermal radiation with a narrow band-pass optical

filter;

detecting each narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation with a single-element detector

as a electrical signal;

sampling electrical signals as detector signals from the single-element detectors digitally;

processing a plurality of digitized detector signals as processed signals so that the

processed signals generator a digital signal, a size variation signal, and/or another digital signal, a

focus shift signal; and

generating, from the size variation signal and the focus shift signal, a size error signal

representative of the size variation of a weld pool and/or a focus error signal representative of the

focus shift of a weld pool from the image plane of the aperture formed by the at least one lens at the

wavelength of the laser beam.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein filtering with a narrow band-pass filter includes at

least three narrow band-pass filters.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein a center wavelength of the first narrow bans-pass

filter is close to the wavelength of the laser beam preferably within about one tenth and up to about

two tenths of the wavelength of the laser beam, a center wavelength of the second narrow band-

pass filter is far from the wavelength of the laser beam toward a shorter wavelength and a center

wavelength of the third narrow band-pass filter is chosen in a wavelength longer than the

wavelength of the laser beam so that a transmittance function of thermal radiation from a weld pool

through the aperture at the center wavelength of the third narrow band-pass filter is as same as the

transmittance function of thermal radiation from a weld pool through the aperture at the center
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wavelength of the second narrow band-pass filter.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein sampling electrical signals from the single-element

detectors comprises:

digitizing electrical signals from the single-element detectors digitally with a resolution

of between 8 bits and 16 bits, but preferably 12 to 16 bits; and

digitizing electrical signals repetitively while adjusting a interval between consecutive

samplings.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein processing a plurality of digitized detector signals

comprises the steps of:

calculating a natural logarithm of digitized data of each spectral band;

calculating a wavelength weighted spectral band signal which is a multiplication of the

natural logarithm of digitized data of each spectral band and the wavelength of each spectral band;

calculating a size determining term 1 which is the wavelength weighted spectral band

signal at the shortest wavelength minus the wavelength weighted spectral band signal at the middle

wavelength;

calculating a size determining term 2 which is the wavelength weighted spectral band

signal at the longest wavelength minus the wavelength weighted spectral band signal at the middle

wavelength; and

calculating a size variation signal which is a sum of the size determining term 1 plus a

multiplication of the size determining term 2 and a focus shift compensating constant.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein determining a focus shift compensating constant

comprises the steps of:

calculating a transmittance of a thermal radiation on a weld pool through at least one lens

focusing a laser beam and through an aperture limiting a size of the laser beam as a function of

position on the weld pool at each spectral band on a basis of optical design parameters of the at

least one lens and the aperture for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool;

calculating a integrated transmittance function as a function of a radius R so that a value

of the integrated transmittance function is an integration of the transmittance of a thermal radiation

through the aperture over a weld pool circle with the radius R at each spectral band for a plurality

of focus shifted positions of the weld pool;

calculating a natural logarithm of the integrated transmittance function as a function of

a radius R at each spectral band for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool;

calculating a spectral size determining function by multiplying the natural logarithm of

the integrated transmittance function as a function of a radius R at each spectral band for a plurality

of focus shifted positions of the weld pool with the wavelength of the spectral band;

calculating a size determining function 1 by subtracting the spectral size determining
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function at the middle wavelength from the spectral size determining function at the shortest

wavelength for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool;

calculating a size determining function 2 by subtracting the spectral size determining

function at the middle wavelength from the spectral size determining function at the longest

wavelength for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool;

selecting a focus shift compensating constant which shows the minimum focus shift

dependence in a size variation function, which is a sum of the size determining function 1 plus a

multiplication of the size determining function 2 and the focus shift compensating constant, for a

plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool in a range of radius wherein a weld pool radius

of interest is located within the range of radius; and

calculating a size variation function which is a sum of the size determining function 1

plus a multiplication of the size determining function 2 and the focus shift compensating constant

for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the minimum or the maximum of the size variation

function is used as a reference to determine the size of a weld pool.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein a size error signal is obtained by dividing a deviation

of a size variation signal from a target value determined by the size of a weld pool to be maintained

in a laser welding with the slope of the size variation function at the radius which is a half of the

size of a weld pool to be maintained.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein processing a plurality of digitized detector signals

further comprises the steps of:

calculating a natural logarithm of digitized data of each spectral band; and

calculating a focus shift signal which is the natural logarithm of digitized data of the

spectral band at the longest wavelength minus the natural logarithm of digitized data of the spectral

band at the shortest wavelength.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein determining a sensitivity of a focus shift signal

comprises the steps of:

calculating a transmittance of a thermal radiation on a weld pool through at least one lens

focusing a laser beam and through an aperture limiting a size of the laser beam as a function of

position on the weld pool on a basis of optical design parameters of the at least one lens and the

aperture at the shortest wavelength and at the longest wavelength for a plurality of focus shifted

positions of the weld pool;

calculating a integrated transmittance function as a function of a radius R so that a value

of the integrated transmittance function is an integration of the transmittance of a thermal radiation

through the aperture over a weld pool circle with the radius R at the shortest wavelength and at the

longest wavelength for a plurality of focus shifted positions of the weld pool;
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calculating a natural logarithm of the integrated transmittance function as a function of

a radius R at the shortest wavelength and at the longest wavelength for a plurality of focus shifted

positions of the weld pool;

calculating a focus shift function which is the natural logarithm of the integrated

transmittance function as a function of a radius R at the longest wavelength minus the natural

logarithm of the integrated transmittance function as a function of a radius R at the shortest

wavelength; and

calculating a sensitivity of a focus shift signal which is the difference between the value

of the focus shift function at a focus shifted position and the value of the focus shift function in

focus position divided by the amount of the focus shift introduced as a function of radius R.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein a focus error signal is obtained by dividing a

deviation in a focus shift signal from the focus shift signal value measured when a weld pool is in

focus position with the sensitivity of a focus shift signal at the radius which is a half of the size of a

weld pool.

12. The method of claim 1 further including a method for controlling the power of a laser

using the size error signal and a method for controlling the focus position of the at least one lens

using the focus error signal.

13. Apparatus for monitoring the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool

simultaneously or either the size variation or the focus shift of a weld pool in a laser welding

comprising:

means for transmitting a laser beam through an aperture which limits a size of a laser

beam;

means for focusing transmitted laser beam with at least one lens with some chromatic

aberration but minimum spherical aberration on a workpiece;

means for measuring a thermal radiation from a weld pool through the at least one lens,

and through the aperture or any other aperture limiting a size of a weld pool wherein the thermal

radiation is measured;

means for separating the thermal radiation and the laser beam reflected from the

workpiece with a dichromatic mirror;

means for splitting the thermal Tadiation with dichromatic beam splitters into at least

three spectral bands;

means for filtering each spectral band of the thermal radiation with a narrow band-pass

optical filter;

means for detecting each narrow band-pass filtered thermal radiation with a single-

element detector as a electrical signal;

means for sampling electrical signals as detector signals from the single-element
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detectors digitally;

means for processing a plurality of digitized detector signals as processed signals so that

the processed signals generator a digital signal, a size variation signal, and/or another digital signal,

a focus shift signal; and

means for generating, from the size variation signal and the focus shift signal, a size

error signal representative of the size variation of a weld pool and/or a focus error signal

representative of the focus shift of a weld pool from the image plane of the aperture formed by the

at least one lens at the wavelength of the laser beam.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein a distal end of an optical fiber is used as the

aperture for a laser beam deliverable through an optical fiber.

15. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein means for focusing transmitted laser beam with

at least one lens includes at least one lens made of high index of refraction glass.

16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the dichromatic mirror reflecting the laser beam

and transmitting the thermal radiation, or the dichromatic mirror reflecting the thermal radiation

and transmitting the laser beam is used to separate the thermal radiation and the laser beam.

17. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein beam splitters reflecting one spectral band and

transmitting the other spectral band or bands are used to split the spectral bands.

18. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein a bandwidth of the narrow band-pass optical

filters is preferably about one hundredth and up to about one tenth of the wavelength of the laser

beam.

19. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein means for filtering with a narrow band-pass filter

includes at least three narrow band-pass filters.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein a center wavelength of the first narrow bans-pass

filter is close to the wavelength of the laser beam preferably within about one tenth and up to about

two tenths of the wavelength of the laser beam, a center wavelength of the second narrow band-

pass filter is far from the wavelength of the laser beam toward a shorter wavelength and a center

wavelength of the third narrow band-pass filter is chosen in a wavelength longer than the

wavelength of the laser beam so that a transmittance function of thermal radiation from a weld pool

through the aperture at the center wavelength of the third narrow band-pass filter is as same as the

transmittance function of thermal radiation from a weld pool through the aperture at the center

wavelength of the second narrow band-pass filter.

21. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein at least three single-element detectors are used in

detecting the narrow band-pass filtered spectral bands.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein a silicon photodiode or silicon photodiodes are

used for detecting spectral band or bands of wavelength in the visible or in the near infrared up to

1000 nm and an InGaAs photodiode or InGaAs photodiodes are used for detecting spectral band or
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bands of wavelength range from 1000 nm to 1700 nm.

23. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein means for sampling the electrical signals from

the single-element detectors comprises:

means for digitizing the electrical signals from the single-element detectors digitally

with a resolution of between 8 bits and 16 bits, but preferably 12 to 16 bits; and

means for digitizing electrical signals repetitively while adjusting a interval between

consecutive samplings.

24. The apparatus of claim 13 further including:

means for displaying the size error signal;

means for displaying the focus error signal;

means for adjusting a power of a laser if the size error signal deviates from the

predetermined allowable range; and

means for adjusting the position of the at least one lens if the focus error signal deviates

from the predetermined allowable range.
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ABSTRACT

In a laser welding, a laser beam is focused on a workpiece by a focusing lens or lenses.

The focusing lens or lenses image an aperture liming the size of the laser beam on the workpiece

and the size of focused laser beam is the image size of the aperture on the workpiece at the

wavelength of the laser. A weld pool is generated by the interaction of the focused laser beam and

the workpiece. Due to the thermal conduction of the workpiece, the size of the weld pool is

generally not the same as the size of the focused laser beam and varies with the power of the laser

or with the focus shift of the focusing lens or lenses. The weld pool radiates a thermal radiation. An

apparatus and method is disclosed wherein the thermal radiation is measured back through the

focusing lens or lenses and through the aperture limiting the size of the laser beam or any other

aperture limiting a size of the thermal radiation to be measured in at least three spectral bands with

single element detectors. Due to the chromatic aberration of the focusing lens or lenses, the

transmittance of each spectral band of the thermal radiation varies with the size variation and with

the focus position of a weld pool and the spectral band signals measured with single-element

detectors vary if the size and/or the focus position of a weld pool varies. Algorithm to monitor the

size variation and/or the focus position of a weld pool is disclosed wherein the size variation of a

weld pool is monitored independently from the focus shift of the focusing lens or lenses and the

focus position of a weld pool is monitored independently from the power variation of the laser.
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1. Submitting Organization

Organization Name; Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI)

Address! P.O.Box 105, Yusong

Address;

City; Taejon

State;

Zip 305-600

Country! Republic of Korea

Submitter's Name Cheol-Jung Kim

Phone 82-42-868-2913

Faxl 82-42-861-9602

Email; chjkim@kaeri.re.kr

AFFIRMATION: I affirm that all information submitted as a part of, or supplemental to,
this entry is a fair and accurate representation of this product.

Submitter's signature

2. Joint entry with...

None

3. Product name

Weldeye-CF

4. Briefly describe (25 words or less) what the entry is (e.g. balance, camera,
nuclear assay, etc.)

A laser weld processor to monitor weld-depth and control focus-position in

real-time by measuring weld pool size with single-element detectors with chromatic
filtering of thermal radiation
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5. When was this product first marketed or available for order? Proof
of actual sale or intent to sell must be submitted (i.e. invoice,
marketing brochure, a one-page letter from a company using your
product). (Must have been first available in 1999.)

Month : KAERI is a government research institute and this product

was ready for licensing at November, 1999 after the application of

this product to a continuous wave laser welding was demonstrated.

The application of this product to a pulsed laser welding was

demonstrated in 1998 [Ref: attached paper #6& #8], but the

application to a continuous wave laser welding was requested from

industry in 1998 and it takes another one year to develop the

algorithm and system for the applications to the continuous wave

laser welding. [Ref: attached paper # 9]

6. Inventor or Principal Developer

(List additional developers on a separate sheet in an appendix and check here

Developer Name I

Position]

Organization]

Address

Address

1 city
[ State

I Zip
| Country

|_ Phone

Fax)

Cheol-Jung Kim I

Project Manager i

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI ) j

P.O.Box 105, Yusong 1

Taejon I

305-600 I

Republic of Korea

82-42-868-2913 |

82-42-861-9602 |
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Email] chjkim@kaeri.re.kr

7. Product price

(If the price is proprietary, fill in the blank and also check here^ ).

Market price is expected to be between $20,000 and $25,000.

8. Do you hold any patents or patents pending on this product?

Yes

No
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9. Describe your product's primary function as clearly as possible in one page. What does

it do? How does it do it? What theories, if any, are involved?

Our product can measure the size variation and the focus shift of a weld pool with

single-element detectors by chromatic filtering of thermal radiation from a weld pool.

The principle of chromatic filtering is as follows. As shown in Fig.l, a laser beam is

transmitted through an aperture and focused on a workpiece through imaging optics. A

distal end of a laser delivery fiber can act as an aperture in a fiber delivered laser welding.

The laser beam is focused on a workpiece during a laser welding. If a spectral band at

950 nm is measured, it is still in focus because the chromatic aberration at 950 nra is

quite the same as the one at 1064 nm of Nd:YAG laser wavelength. Because the reflected

laser radiation can interfere with the thermal radiation for monitoring the reflected laser

beam has to be separated from the thermal radiation for monitoring. Therefore, the

spectral band at 950 nm is chosen as the wavelength in focus and a band pass filter

centered at 950 nm can cut off the reflected laser radiation in a Nd:YAG laser welding.

On the other hand, the spectral band at 530 nm is far from in-focus due to the chromatic

aberration of imaging optics. Therefore, the transmittance curves of two spectral bands

look like as shown in Fig.2.

It means that the spectral band at 530 nm can see a wider area of a weld pool than

the spectral band at 950 nm can. In other words, due to the chromatic aberration, the

weld pool area that can be seen by single element detectors depends on the wavelength.

The aperture acts as a field-stop and limits the area of a weld pool that can be seen by

single element detectors. The transmittance curve of thermal radiation from a point

source on a weld pool through an aperture depends on the wavelength.

If the transmittance curves at two wavelengths are known, a weld pool size can be

determined by chromatic filtering of the two spectral band signals. Simply speaking, if

a weld pool size is varying between the maximum observable areas of 950 nm and 530

nm and if the intensity of the thermal radiation from the weld pool is also varying, the

spectral band signal at 950 nm has information only on the intensity variation but

the spectral band signal at 530 nm has information on the size variation as well as on

the intensity variation. The chromatic filtering algorithm can separate the information on

the size variation from the two spectral band signals. However, the two wavelengths

have to be optimized to get a reference size, which is required to determine the size of a

weld pool by comparing a value obtained from the measured spectral band signals to
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another value determined from the transmittance curves as explained in attached paper

#7. In general, because the transmittance curves of spectral bands can be calculated from

the geometry and the glass material of imaging optics and because the intensity

distribution of spectral bands is determined by the thermal radiation law, the measurable
quantities of detector signals for several spectral bands can be compared with some

values calculated from the transmittances of spectral bands. This is the basic principle

of chromatic filtering in our product

By manipulating both the spectral band signal in focus and one far from in-focus

with the proprietary chromatic filtering algorithm, the size of a weld pool can be

measured up to the maximum observable area of the wavelength far from in-focus.
In laser welding, the size of a weld pool is a little bit larger than the size of a focused

laser beam which is the same as the maximum observable area at the wavelength in focus.

The wavelength far from in-focus can be optimized for a specific application depending

on the average power of laser, thickness of weld metal, etc.

The schematic of our product is shown in Fig.3. The two spectral bands of

thermal radiation from a weld pool are measured with single element detectors after

being passed through the same aperture, split with color separation filters, and passed

through band pass filters. Two spectral band signals are measured for a pulsed laser
welding and three spectral band signals are measured for a continuous wave laser
welding as explained in the attached paper #9.

If the focus of a weld pool is shifted or the size of a weld pool is varied, some

combinations of measurable quantities of detector signals for several spectral bands

can be compared with the calculated values to determine the focus shift and the size

variation. In other words, a value obtained from the measurable quantities is used to

control the focus by comparing it with a target value determined from the calculation
and another value obtained from the measurable quantities is used to measure the

size of a weld pool by comparing it with the values determined from the calculation.
These algorithms and the optimization are the proprietary properties of our product.

Furthermore, the weld depth shows a good correlation with the weld width
variation in time and the capability of our product to measure the weld pool size in time

makes the real-time weld depth monitoring possible. The irregular weld width
variation in time can also detect a weld defect. The weld pool size measurement

capability of our product makes our product distinguished from other weld process

monitors using single element detectors.
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Fig.l Principle of Chromatic Filtering

Fig.2 Transmittance curves for two spectral bands
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1: weld pool, 3 & 5: focusing/imaging optics,

7 & 15: delivery fiber, 9 & 13 : collimating lens,

11 & 25: color separation filter, 21,29 & 35 : focusing lens,

19 : band pass filter for laser wavelength,

27 & 33 : band pass filters for spectral bands,

23 : detector to measure laser signal,

31 & 37 : detectors to measure spectral bands

Fig.3 Schematic of our product
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10A. List your product's competitors by manufacturer, brand name and model number.

Manufacturer
4D Ingenieurgesellschaft Fur
Technische Dienstleistungen

MBH, Germany
SPAWR Industries, Inc., USA
Jurca Optoelektronik Gmbh,

Germany
Fraunhofer Institut

Lasertechnik, Germany

Brand Name

WeldWatcher

Laser process Monitor

Laser Welding Monitor

Coaxial Weld Monitor

Model Number

LWM900

10B. Supply a matrix or table showing how the key features of your product compare to existing

products or technologies. Include both numerical (data) and descriptive (written) comparisons.

Product
Feature

Detector Type

Weld Pool Size
Measurement

Focus Shift
Control

Power Change
Monitoring

Laser Welding
through a Fiber

Processing
Speed

Sampling Rate

Product Cost

Our
product

Single-
Element
Detectors

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fast

200 kHz

Low

4D

Single-
Element
Detectors

No

limited

Limited

Yes

.. Fast

Up to 50
kHz

Low

SPAWR

Single-
Element
Detectors

No

Limited

Limited

Yes

Fast

Not
Available

Low

Jurca

Single-
Element
detectors

No

Limited

Limited

Yes

Fast

Up to 50
kHz

Low

Fraun-
hofer

2D Array
Detector

Yes

No

Yes

No

Slow

1kHz

High

Competitive Advantage

Durs uses low-cost, fast and robust single-element
etectors.

Ours uses proprietary chromatic filtering algorithm
o measure size with single- element detectors

Fraunhofer is too slow for focus shift control.
Other products use the variation in detector signal
tself and can't distinguish the signal variation from
focus shift and one from a power change.

Therefore, focus shift control is limited to the case
or a constant laser power.
Our focus shift control is optimized not to depend on
a power change.
Ours and Fraunhofer can monitor power change
from the variation of weld pool size.
Other products use the variation in detector signal
itself and can't distinguish the signal variation from
a power change and one from a focus shift.
Therefore, power change monitoring is limited to the
case for a fixed focus.

Weld pool image can't be transmitted through a fibei
used for laser beam delivery.

Ours requires some calculation, but owing to fast PC
it is still fast enough for real-time monitoring.

Single-element detector can run at higher rate than a
2D array detector.

Ours does not use 2D array detector and expensive
frame-grabber card is not required.
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IOC. Describe how your product improves upon competitive products or technologies.

BE SPECIFIC! Include such items as how much faster, how much less cost, etc.

Our product does not use a 2D array detector such as a CCD detector used in

Fraunhofer product. Ours does not process huge amount of data from a CCD

detector and is much faster and cheaper. Ours can measure the weld pool width at

the rate of higher than 100 kHz. It is fast enough to monitor the weld process even

in the middle of a single laser pulse for spot laser welding. A high-speed camera

with frame rate of 1 kHz costs higher than $5,000, but a single-element Si detector

costs less than $100.

Other weld process monitors measuring the thermal radiation with single

element detectors also use the variation of thermal radiation signals to monitor the

weld process such as the power variation or the contamination on a workpiece and

to control the focus shift. However, they use the detector output signal directly and

can not distinguish the detector signal variation induced by a focus shift from the

variation induced by a power change. So, they can control a focus shift only if the

power is maintained at a constant level and monitor a power change only if the

focus is fixed. In other words, they are not suitable for industrial applications

wherein a power variation can be induced by the absorption change through the

delivery optics, for example, by contamination of delivery optics.

On the other hand, our product uses a proprietary algorithm as explained in

Question 9 above to measure the size of a weld pool with single-element detectors.

Furthermore, the dependence of the size measurement of a weld pool on a focus

shift is optimized not to depend on the focus shift by compensating the effect from a

focus shift. It means the power change can be monitored even if a focus shift is

introduced during a laser welding. In laser welding, the weld depth can also be

monitored from the variation of weld pool size and ours can monitor the weld depth

in real-time, too.

As to the focus shift control, our product is optimized not to depend on a power

change. It means ours can control a focus shift even if a power change is introduced

during a laser welding. In conclusion, our product can distinguish a focus shift and a

power variation and is more suitable for applications in industrial environment.
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11A. Describe the principal applications of this product.

Weld depth/defect monitoring and focus control for quality control (QC) and

quality assurance (QA) in laser welding of automobile with fiber-delivered laser

beam for weld-automation with robots

11B. List all other applications for which your product can now be used.

Optimization of laser welding parameters of any laser welding without

post-weld destructive inspection of weld metal by real-time monitoring of

weld depth and weld defects

Nowadays, the pulse shaping technique is used in a pulsed laser welding to

optimize the laser welding performance. Usually, a square type laser pulse is

used in pulsed laser welding. However, in the middle of a pulse, the laser

intensity may be too high to make a good weld.

To solve this problem, a pulsed laser with pulse shaping capability has

been developed and is commercially available. A laser pulse is divided into

several columns and the laser intensity in each column can be adjusted

independently to vary the laser intensity in the middle of a laser pulse.

However, it is quite difficult to optimize the laser intensity in each column

of a laser pulse because the laser welding performance is inspected by

destructive method after laser welding.

On the other hand, our product can monitor the weld process in the

middle of a laser pulse in real-time and can optimize the laser intensity in

each column.

In conclusion, our product can be used for any laser welding with pulse

shaping capability.

QC and QA of any laser welding with fiber delivery

QC and QA assurance in laser welding of electronic components such as

Li-ion battery, TV electron-gun, etc.

- QC and QA in laser repair welding in nuclear power plants and in laser

welding of precision nuclear fuel parts
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12. Summary. State in layman's terms why you feel your product should
receive an R&D 100 Award. Why is it important to have this product? What
benefits will it provide? (The value of the award for its promotional value is
understood.)

First of all, the idea is quite simple, but brilliant. It is the first time to measure
the size of an object with single element detectors. Nobody is willing to agree on the

idea that the size of an object can be measured with two or three single element detectors.

This product does not make the image of an object on a two-dimensional array detector

which is conventionally used to measure the size. On the other hand, this product uses
the information on the variations in the transmittance to single element detectors by
the wavelength and processes the information using the proprietary algorithm based on

the chromatic aberration of delivery optics to measure the size of a weld pool with single

element detectors. The idea is quite simple, but brilliant.

Secondly, this product will be beneficial to a diversity of industries. The

measurement of the size variation of a weld pool in laser welding is quite important to

monitor the weld process status and is invaluable in the quality control of laser
welding. Nowadays, several companies and institutes are developing a high-speed

camera system to monitor the size variation of a weld pool for the quality control in laser

welding, but it is expensive in cost and slow in processing. Therefore, this simple but fast

weld process monitor can find applications to automobile, electronics, appliances and

heavy industries in the near future. In other words, this product can contribute a lot to a

diversity of industries.

Thirdly, this product can monitor the weld depth from the size measurement of

a weld pool in real-time. These days, a simple bad welding often causes a serious

accident and sometimes hurts many people. However, owing to the real-time weld depth

monitoring, we can apply re-welding or reject a part if a weld depth is not deep enough

and prevent the accidents from bad welding. The weld depth monitoring of our product

was compared to the ultrasonic test after welding as shown in attached papers #2 & #4.

Therefore, this product can improve the strength of a laser welded car and guarantee the

safety of laser repaired nuclear power plants. It can improve the safety of human life.
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Fourthly, this product can be applied with a fiber delivered laser welding.
Nowadays, a fiber delivered laser welding is quite popular in automobile industry to

follow the complicated surface such as a car body. A fiber delivered laser welding is also

popular in nuclear industries where the human access is limited. The fiber used in laser

welding is a single core fiber and can not transmit an image. Therefore, the high-speed

camera system introduced above can not be used for a fiber delivered laser welding. In

other words, it is more friendly to environmental conditions in laser welding industries.

Finally, this product can also control the focus position to maintain the best

focus during a laser welding on an arbitrarily curved surface. This product can reduce the

burden on the positioning accuracy of a robot for a laser welding of an arbitrarily curved

surface. Usually, a robot has to locate the position within the accuracy of 0.5 mm for a

laser welding on an arbitrarily curved surface. However, with this product, the robot only

needs to control the position within the accuracy of a few millimeters, which is quite

easy and chief to make in industry. Then, this product controls the remaining position

accuracy. Therefore, this product can reduce the size and cost of a robot for a laser

welding of an arbitrarily curved surface and will accelerate the laser welding
application on an arbitrarily curved surface. In other words, it can open a new

industry.

ORGANIZATION DATA

13. Chief Executive Officer ( government research center director )

[ Name

Positionj

Organization)

Addressi
i

[ Address!

City

State

Zip

Country

Phone

Fax

Email

In Soon Chang

President
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI) !

P.O.Box 105, Yusong

Taejon j

305-600 |

Republic of Korea

82-42-868-2120

82-42-861-9611 _ J

ischang@kaeri.re.kr
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14. Contact person to handle all arrangements on exhibits, banquet,
and publicity.

Name!

Position]

Organization!

Address;

Address!

City!

[ State!
Zip;

Bong-0 Han i

Dept. Head of Public Acceptance and International Relations !

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI) j

P.O.Box 105, Yusong 1

Taejon \

305-600 ;

Country || Republic of Korea 1

Phone!

Fax!
1 Email

82-42-868-8270 j

82-42-861-1428 i
bohan@kaeri.re.kr

15. To whom should reader inquiries about your product be directed?

Name]

Positionj

Cheol-Jung Kim ;

Project Manager ;

Organization! | Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI ) i
Address]

Address]

City!

[ State]
Zip!

P.O.Box 105, Yusong !

Taejon

305-600 1

Country! Republic of Korea

Phone)
Fax

j

Email

82-42-868-2913 \

82-42-861-9602

chj kim@kaeri.re.kr
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Appendix

l.Additional Developers

Developer Name!

Position!

[ Organization]

[ Address]
| Address]

| Cityj

Statej

1 Zipl
Country |

Phone 1

Fax|

Email;

Sung-Hoon Baik 1

Senior Researcher |

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI) |

P.O.Box 105, Yusong

Taejon 1

305-600 |

Republic of Korea

82-42-868-2920 j

82-42-861-9602

shbaik@kaeri.re.kr j

[[Developer Name Chin-Man Chung

L Position! Senior Researcher

Organization! Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI)

Address j P.O.Box 105, Yusong

Address!

City Taejon

State

Zip 305-600

Country! Republic of Korea

Phone 82-42-868-2917

Fax 82-42-861-9602

Email! cmchung@kaeri.re.kr
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Developer Namej

Positionj

| Organization]

Address

Address

Cityj

^Statej

Zip}

[ Country

Phone

Fax

Email)

Min-Suk Kim j

Senior Researcher j

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute ( KAERI) !

P.O.Box 105, Yusong ;

Taejon

305-600 :

Republic of Korea \

82-42-868-2918 j

82-42-861-9602 i

Mskim2@kaeri.re.kr |

2. List of patents and papers related to this product

Patents

1. Method and System for Spatial Filtering of an Extended Radiation
Source with Chromatic Aberration of Imaging Optics in Single-
Element Detector Measurement for Monitoring of the Extended
Radiation Source

Korean Patent 0193276 (Date of Patent: Feb. 3,1999 )

US Patent 5,875,026 (Date of Patent: Feb. 23,1999 )

Japan Patent 2895021 (Date of Patent: March 5,1999 )

2. Method and Apparatus for Real-time Weld Processing Monitoring in
a Pulsed Laser Welding

US Patent Appl. No. 09/190,234 ( Date of Filed : Nov. 13,1998 )
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Papers
1. C-J Kim, S-H Baik, M-S Kim and C-M Chung, " Remote optical power and

focus monitoring in pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding ", Proc. of XI International

Symposium on Gas Flow and Chemical Lasers and High-Power Laser

Conference, Proceedings of SPIE Vol.3092, pp. 538-541, (1997).

2. C-M Chung, M-S Kim and C-J Kim, " Comparison of Ultrasonic Weld-width

Measurement and Optical Weld-depth Monitoring in Laser Sleeve Welding ",

Proceedings of ICALEO '97, C 47-56, (1998).

3. C-J Kim, M-S Kim and C-M Chung, " Auto-focus Control with Optical

Monitoring Using Chromatic Aberration of Focusing Optics in Laser Welding ",

Proceedings of ICALEO '97, C75-84, (1998).

4. C-J Kim, S-H Baik, M-S Kim and C-M Chung," Optical Weld Monitoring

for Laser Sleeve Repair Welding of Steam Generator ", Welding and repair

Technology for Power Plants, Third International EPRI Conference, (1998).
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